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NOTE TO   THE READER 

Audio-visuals are tools used to improve  the transfer of   information. 

They can  be simple or sophisticated, ranging  from the chalkboard and 

sound-slide to  industrial   films and electronic  video recording. 

Industry in the developed  countries uses   audio-visuals   in  many ways. 

These include:     technological   information about new equipment,   products 

and processes;   training,   ranging from simple  technical training to 

executive-level management   instruction;  as ancillary material   in product 

or project   evaluation;  research and development;   promotion,   ranging fron 

product  to  project;  visual   information about  nsw administrative procedures 

emanating  from headquarters;   ancillary material   in conjunction with 

lectures,   seminars and workshops; and staff development and   briefing of 

new personnel. 

However,   the use of audio-visuals  in  industry by the developing 

countries has not kept pace with the developed  countries.      This is the 

first draft of a manual   intended to help overcome this disparity. 

It  is aimed at persons  in developing countries responsible for 

initiating or  expanding the use of audio-zisual   facilities and   techniques 

in industry.      It is also hoped that it will  help them learn  how they can 

make better use of some basic techniques for  improving their  presentations. 

Finally,   the manual is aimed at  the person  in  developing countries who has 

little or no background  in audio-visuals but  who needs detailed  information 

about how he can use these techniques in an  economical,  efficient way, 

taking into  consideration his  own local conditions. 

Readers of this firBt draft are asked to  respond with suggestions 

and criticism as to how to  improve the final  draft of the manual.      They 

are asked  to send their  evaluation and comments to J. R. Cote,   Industrial 

Information Section, United Nations Industrial  Development Organization, 

P.O. Box 707, A-1011 Vienna, Austria. 
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Industry always needs the best possible techniques 

available for conveying informa t.ion, skills and ideas. 

This is particularly true In developing count rie e where 

industrialisation is proceeding at a particularly fast 

speed, but it applies everywhere just as strongly.    In 

the last few years it has been discovered, or rediscovered, 

that audiovisual techniques can give by far the best 

methods of teaching.     With all the new equipment, 

materials and learning programmes that are now in use, 

audiovisuals can now accelerate any learning process to 

a high degree of efficiency. 

"Audiovisual" is a word with .«any definitions.      In some 

areas of education - for Instance in language teaching - 

it oan mean a particular type of instruction in which 

there is a close one-to-one correspondence between picture 

and spoken word.      In very general use, "audiovisual* can 

refer to any kind of equipment or materials (hardware or 

software) which makes use of either sound or pictures or 

both rather than just printed words on a page. 

In this manual, "audiovisual" has a definition somewhere 

between these two meanings.     Ve are ooncerned with methods 

of presentation in which any. kind of sound and anj kind 

of picture are used together.   Our "audiovisuals" are the 

tools with which we present information audiovisually. 
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Audiovisual presentations have a rast number of différent 

foras).     At one extreme, you are using audiovisual* when 

you draw a sap while telling a tourist how to get to an 

address.      At another extreme» you can use a bank of 

slide and fila projectors, involve your students with 

cloee-oirouit television, operate an overhead projector 

and a multiboard, and record the whole thing on videotape 

for subsequent playback and discussion.     The techniques 

you U6S will (impend on their cost-effectiveness in 

relation to the kind of information you want to convey 

and the learning level of students/trainees.     A large 

nunber of techniques will be described here, but first we 

must offer a brief history of their development and a 

general guida to the best procedures for making sure that 

a presentation achieves the bast possible retention of 

Information by the learner. 

History 

For centuries civilised man attached greater Importano« 

to writing and printing than to any other form of visual 

communication.     Presumably this is partly because the 

written language is the oral equivalent form of speaking. 

The only equivalent for visual expression is the private 

activity of thinking. 
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Tb« general bollo f WM that words war« superior to 

visual images in communication, and that they involved 

a higher level of Intelligence and thought.      Education 

in developed nations is still firmly rooted in this 

belief and the production of visual «ateríais such as 

film«, diagrams, and plctaregrams is often held to be a 

craft activity quite separate fron the process of 

thinking.     This is in spite of the fact that great 

scientista lue Gallileo, Copernicus, Newton and Leonardo 

da Vinci, who sowed the seeds of modern technology, 

expressed their thoughts through visual images and 

symbols.     These wire the only ways in which they could 

communloate their findings. 

It is a well known fact that in the areas of the world 

where the supremacy of the written language is not 

dominant, there is a much stronger tradition of visual 

communication.     In many countries expression through 

drawings and pictures has always been the means of handing 

traditional crafts and skills on to th* new generation. 

Toung children all over the world express themselves 

through drawings and paintings before they learn to read 

and write:    this is a part of human behaviour which is 

only too easy to lose at a later age.     Professional 

communicators should realise this, but unfortunately not 

all do.     There air still many who teach exclusively 
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through UM OM of words.     Tb« pmint educational 

system la still producing large number» of teachers 

who are literate, but only a few can be said to take 

full advantage of audiovisual aids. 

Isverthelsss audiovieuals In their most modern form - 

the moving pioture with sound - have been used ever 

since the invention of cinematography.     As far back 

as 1907« a fil» was mare for the Huntley and Palmer 

biscuit factory to show how biscuits ars made.     Until 

the arrival of • talkies", the sound was provided at the 

point of projection - and it still is with many modern 

film loops. 

Here we must offer a word of explanation for why such 

a majority of "audiovisual aids" are la faot purely 

visual aids In their own mechanics.     The big 

différence between audio and visual aids is that a 

teacher can make a visual aid into an audiovisual aid 

just by talking, whereas he would have a hard job to 

draw on the blackboard fast enough to keep up with an 

audio aldi     The fact is that the growth of audiovisuels 

has largely related to the development of moving 

pictures. 

The use of the film medium as a means of training, apart 

from entertainment, rapidly expanded during the First 
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World War and bacane lndispsnalble during UM Second World 

War.     MaY*rthel*ss it only baoaa* a universally 

appreciated aediaa with the introduction of the 

lonilliaetre and eventually th« Sailliaetre fila 1A both 

standard and super format. 

Th* production of Inexpansiv* projector! 'n 16 and 8 

alili»* tre lises enabled thousands of schools, training 

institutions and industrial organisations to own sad 

operate) then without needing to eaploy a professional 

projectionist.      It also néant that wall-sad* documentary 

and Instructional filma were readily available at any 

gi7*n tiae on their own preaisas. 

During th* saaa period the natural successor to tba 

•arly angle lantern, th* fila-strip, becaae aore 

sophistloated by aoquirlng synchroniaed sound, and 

firaly established itself as a basic audiovisual tool. 

So,    too, has a newer fora of visual aid, tba overhaad 

projector, whlob is used alongside nuBerous variant* 

of the conventional chalkboard. 

Whatevar process an audiovisual assaag* go** through * 

eleotronio, photographio, or aagnetio - be for* it 
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il 

iMthii the student, the Mit important thing «beat lt 

is that lt reashes nie eyes •*& •**»•     To HUM best 

UM of audlorisual techniques,  lt la neccesary to know 

the procedures by whioh perception c*n be M citar M 

possible, and memorisation a» eonplsts «a possible. 

Studien have shown that • san rstalns 10Í of ths 

Information ha reads, 20* of what ha hears, and JO% 

of «hat he sees.     He renenbers 50* of «hat he hears 

end sees, and 70* of «hat he hears, sees, end then 

dlsousses.     Another study has indioated that the use 

of audiovisuels oan reduoe required learning tine by 

ifi$ and inoresse retention of the inf ornatIon by 20t. 

Thess stadias are an important validation of sudio- 

rlsual techniques.     It is even mura important to know 

the proeeduree by which audiorisual techniques oan be 

most effeetivo.     There has been some research into 

this, though there Is such more to be learnt. 

Major industrial corporations ,-uoh as the ford Motor 

Company in the Halted States, and the Shell Petroleum 

Company in Europe, hare engaged prominent psychologists 

to study ths effMtiTsnsss of audiovisual instruotlon. 

* Theme percentages are the result of n 
eompilatlon of Amerlsan researeh into 
the effeetlremess of audiovisuels. 
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They have co«» to a oir-ain anoint of agreement on 

the processes by which knowledge Is absorbed through 

the human sense«. 

Instruction can be divided into tfaffee ghejtr 

1 - Imparting soma comprehension of a main point. 

2 - the explanation of detail and the imprinting of 
this on the memory. 

3 - encouraging practical expérience. 

These three elements fit naturally into the sense 

channels.     Comprehension by alibi, explanation by worde 

and experieuce by touch.     Bach phase seems to hare a 

major sense channel, but there are other factors to be 

taken into consideration, for ins tance i 

a) maximum efficiency in instruction is achieved by 
using all sense channels; 

b) vision has a more enduring effect on memory than 
hearing; 

o)    the memory needs ouitiration and stimulation; 

d)    the three phases of training must be carefully 
co-ordinated. 

In practise each separate phase must make use of all 

three senje channels - but in a varying degree, 

depending on the instructional objective. 
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Apart frai tha ladtatrial orgaaisatloaa whleh ha*» 

«arriad oat trial« to dittnlu UM teat aathoda of 

audiovisual laatruotloa eoaparad with oonvaatloaal oral 

aathoda, thai» «ra alao goramaant agmeiaa, «oiaatlfio 

iastltutiona and tha Sarrloaai vhleh haya aada fall oaa 

of rlaoal taaohlnc la thalr Instatoti!» «ystaaa aaxl 

traiaiag ourrioula. 

Tht ora rail conalualoa la that without doabt Tiaoal 

aathoda aro auperior la firing ooaprahanaioa, that tha 

audiovisual aatbod la aora affaetiva thaa tha apokaa 

word In Uachlng datali«» and that visual aathoda ara 

tha aoat «uoeaasfal la iaprinting inforaatloa on tha 

M7. 

iL 
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tm HAWGE OF TOOI£ 

DIM to the vida ranga of available hardware, the choloe 

of the right tool is no aean task.     The choice of 

software nay be even «ore difficult.     There is a 

genuine shortage of the right type of Material to gear 

a presentation to the best advantage in most teaohing 

situations. 

Before considering the range of audiovisual tools in 

detail it nay be useful to divide theu into two major 

sectorst 

1) mechanioal aids 

2) simple aids. 

The first category consists of filmstrlps, slides, 

tape recorders, record players, overhead projectors, 

diasoopes, episcopes, radio and television, and all 

types of motion piotare.     Electricity supply is 

essential to provide the power to use these. 

Ion-projected aids consist of various types of display 

boards:    chalkboard, markerboard, flannelboard, 

magnetboard and others.     Non-projected aids do not 

depend on power supply.     Because of this they may be 

more convenient in some circumstances, but they rely 

on the lecturer's continuous presence, and on his 

personal performance. 
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AUDIOVISUAL    TEC H M IQUI S 

FOR 
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The charts on pages 13,   14 and  15 express the Drinriples of 

this chapter in graphic terms.      La chart (l)    we 

see that training is often the last resort In solving 

production problems.      In chart (2) we see that 

training by programed instruction involves a great 

deal of preparation work, and in chart (3) that Media 

Selection is the ],ast decision in scientific learning 

programmes. 

So by the time you get to choose the media necessary 

to good implementation of a learning programme, the 

problem which led to the learning programme has probably 

been kicked around by a lot of people in the organisation. 

Toa arm their "last chance" - and this gives you special 

responsibilities and privileges.     First of all, it 

given you the duty to say that if you think an audiovisual 

programme will njo£ work in your particular context, there 

is no point in selecting media for it.     Tou have to 

have the courage of your convictions, even whan they 

are negative.     And your superiori must aocept that they 

have giren you a responsible job which gives >ou the right 

to say no. 

This situation is usually rare, fortunately, for the 

range of training needs that oan be implemented with 
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PROCEDURAL MQPEL O* A TRAINING OFFICER'S JOB 

Identify 
work 

problems 

Specify 
objectives 

(       JOb \ (       redesign      y 

Reformulate 
objectives 

Reformulate 
objectives 

Apparently 
unattainable 

objectivas 

Make arrangements 

Make arrangements 

c Make 
training programma 

Start again 
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Chart 2 

THE    SYSTEMS    APPROACH    TO 

MAKING TRAINING  PROGRAMMES 

Analyse 
learning task 

J. 
Describe 
target 

recipient 
("student" or 

"trainee") 

No 

I 

Specify 
learning 

goals 

Make syllabus 

I 
Construct course 

Analyse goals 
List training points 
Decide training strategy 
Design programme 

Use training 
programme 

Make 
criterion 

test 

Validate 

Yes 

Review 
\     work    / 
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judicious usa of audiovisualc in Infinit«,     The most 

usual problem for ths audiovisual trainar is an absurd 

on», but it's the one that occurs everywhere - from the 

biggest and most sophisticated corporations to the 

Tillage classroom.     The fact is that nearly all 

trainers ignore the order of priorities listed in the 

charts, and select the media before they know what has 

to be ooaaunicated.     That is, they choose the cools 

before they know what the job is.      It is an idea that 

would be ludicrous in most fields, bet it happens far 

too frequently in audiovisuels. 

(toe reason Is that people think of aeohsnioal teaching 

aids as toys.   They enjoy playing with projectors, 

teaching machines, CCTV and all the other sophisticated 

aids to learning that have been marketed in the last 

few years.     This happens at the hiebest levwl of 

Industry.     The Senior Training Manager of one of Britain 

largest pubi lo corporations once had to gire a talk on 

teaching machines to top executives.     Re made the 

mistake of displaying the teaching eaohin^ while he 

vas talking - and the result was that all his audienoe 

ogled the machines end didn't lis Un to a word of his 

warnings about them.     They all bought the teaching 

machines - and five years later most of them are lying 

lnoupboards, mused.     This meant a waste of many 

thousands of dollars, which can be attrita tea to the 

training menager as mmh as to the gullible «xeoutivee. 
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It is the duty of audiovisual trainers to keep management 

Informed of all the uses and drawbacks of the various new 

audiovisual tools» and it is his privilege to choose the 

right tools for the Job - bat only a£fc«X h# know «hat 

the job is i 

The first essential» then, in selecting audiovisuels, is 

to sake »are that your role as audiovisual trainer is 

clearly understood within the organisation.     It is your 

job, and nobody else's, to select the tools that will 

best do the work that the organisation needs.     Without 

this basic responsibility, your hands are tied and you 

can only have a very United effectiveness. 

Cuce this first problem has been overeóse, the oharts 

at the head of this chapter offer good guidelines for 

actually »electing tools.     The particular characteristics 

of each tool will be described in Part Two, and oharts 

4-7 should be used la relation to the preceding chapter 

and Part Two.     Chart 1 expresses an educational 

technologist's view of the place of training in problem- 

solving, and should be usod as background Information. 

Chart 2 expresses the principles of programmed Instruction, 

also for background orientation.       Chart 3 expresses Im 

graphie form the relationship bstvsea the faeton involved 

In Media seleotlon.     These factors ars the subject of this 

shapter* 
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(1)    PRACTICAL CONSTRAINTS 

Sona possible constraints are: 

(a) Availability of support mataríais (chalk,  pens, 
transparencies, film oana); 

(b) Availability of spare parts (bulbs, fuses, 
lenses, motors,  etc); 

(o) Availability of software (compatible)! 

(d) Electricity supply; 

(e) Space available; 

(f) Light, heat, humidity and ambient sound; 

(g) Shape and size of room/building; 

(h)   Availability of maintenance, supply and 
security staff. 

(a) The availability of support materials - materials 

which are in themselves simple, but which are made 

and distributed by specialists- will largely depend 

on the smooth organisation of transport to the 

audiovisual centre of all necessary materials, and 

the maintenance of an adequate reserve store on site. 

(b) Spare parts are usually a greater problem.     Before 

you buy a machine, you must make as sure as possible 

that the spare parts and servioing are available in 

your part of the world throughout the working life 

of a machín«.      Every year, oompanies make their old 

models obsolet«, «mall oompanies olose down, and a few 
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i thousand mora derelict Mohines are consigned to 

I the cupboard or the dustbin.     There can be no t 

I guarantee that the Bachine you buy will still be 

serviceable in ten years' tine, but there are 

several ways to sake as sure as possible that 

your machines will continue to work for their 

expeoted life-span.     The first essential is to 

maintain a store of spare parts and a technician 

who can repair most breakdowns.     Unfortunately, 

in the oase of sophisticated equipment this can 

be prohibitively expena ire.     The best solution 

in this oase is to employ a firm of unbiased 

Educational Consultants to choose your hardware. 

If this is too expensive» interrogate the salesmen 

of the hardware oompanies about the parts and 

servicing of their machines, trust your own 

judgement, but always prefer the largest or most 

established companies. 

(e)   The software problem can be as deadly as either 

of the first two.     Its availability is as subject 

to the problems of these two categories as they 

themselves are» with the additional factor that if 

you cannot make your own software for it, a machine 

without software is as useless as one without a 

•pare bulb or electricity supply. 
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The other problems are more general,  and we will 

consider them later but  the essential 

thing is that PRACTICAL CONSTRAINTS are the defining 

framwork within which you can work.       If you ignore 

any of them,  you court disaster. 

(2) SUBJECT MATTER AND REQUIRED RECIPIENT PERFORMANCE 

(3) TYPE OF LEARNING TASK 

Once you are fully aware of the practical constraints, 

the METHODS SELECTION is based on the SUBJECT MATTER 

AND REQUIRED RECIPIENT PERFORMANCE which will lead to an 

analysis of the TYPE OF LEARNING TASK (depending on 

the CHARACTERISTICS OF RECIPIENT).  The principles which 

lead to METHODS SELECTION will be those of Educational 

Technology, and then the MEDIA SELECTION will be based 

on the METHODS SELECTION and also the CHARACTERISTICS 

OF RECIPIENT. 

Educational Technology is now a huge field, in which 

psychologists, educationalists, manufacturers and users 

(in industry and formal education) are all heavily 

involved.  At the same time it is a very young and 

unstructured science, which has not yet lead to many 

practical guidelines.  The most valuable concept in 

learning strategy that Educational Technology has yet 

produced is the concept of programmed learning - see 

Chart (2).  This is the application of scientific 
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testing methods to progress in education, and it is 

becoming more and more relevant to the practical needs 

I       of industvy as its practitioners become more experienced. 

I       However the ideas of programmed learning are too 
I I       complex tc be dealt with here.  They are mentioned 

|       firstly to alert audiovisual trainers to their potential 

j       importance, but secondly to show that many of audiovisuals' 
I 
i       uses in industry cannot easily be operated on this model. 

Programmed learning can only be effective if there is 

a precise "SUBJECT MATTER" to be understood or a "REQUIRED 

RECIPIENT PERFORMANCE" at the end of the day.  That is, 

programmed learning is very relevant to Training, 

Instruction and Education in the sense of the incul cation 

of particular skills and attitudes, but not so 

appropriate to Displays and Exhibitions, Promotion, 

Research and Development, or any kind of information 

dissemination when feedback from Recipients is not 

analysed.  In short, industry needs audiovisuals for 

advertising, information, entertainment and broadly 

"educative" communication as well as specifically 

"educational" programmes in the sense outlined above. 

In non-programed-learning communication situations, 

the relevance of ^hart  (3)'s "Type of Learning Task" 

factor disappears, and the selection of tools for 

various categories of communication becomes a more 
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subjective décision.     The following suggestions for 

the selection of tools in these areas are guideline* 

only. 

(1)    DISPLAYS AND EffllBiriOHS 

These two categories are both ones where the recipient 

has to be motivated.     He is free to stop and watch 

(and listen), or pass by.      Thus the presentation mat 

be strongly attractive, and hold the attention.   Visuals 

must be eye-catching, and recorded sound (if used) must 

be ear-oatching.      The designer of the display or 

exhibition has to spend «oat of his energy in making the 

message appealing - and this means that you lose out on 

detail, but go for a strong appeal to the senses.      The 

presentation has to be slick in a way that a training 

programs isn't - it's appealing to the recipient as 

a person rather than as a professional, so it can us« 

techniques that might seem crude or gimmicky in a 

training  auction.     At the same time, a successful 

display is not remembered for its stunning aopeal to 

the sensor - it8 message must be commmicated. 

Thus the tools to be used for display purposes must be 

chosen for their capacity to «juerUJn. and Info» the 

recipients.     A clever gadget that was bought without 

regard to educational technology say oome Into its own 
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in a display.     Visual« will be dominant, and the 

UM of words fairly limited.     Pot^-an, blown-up 

photographs, modela, automatic alida projection 

and loop films are all very effective.     Hand-outs 

or free samples can be available to make the 

recipient "take the message home".      In short, 

tools for displays and exhibition» can be chosen for 

seductive qualltle« which are rejected in training 

programmes. 

(2)    PROMOTION 

Promotion is a oategory in vhloh displays and 

exhibitions are a part, but displays and exhibitions 

can be used yU^n, an organisation to keep employee« 

aware of safety requirements, the scope of the 

organisation, new technological information, admini- 

stration procedure, etc.     "Promotion" refers to all 

«n organisation's publicity to the outside world. 

However, In large organisations many of its functions 

are dealt with by external specialists - graphic 

designers, advertising agencies etc. - and these 

functions are unlikely to involve the aadiovisual 

resources within the organisation.      These are oases 

in which sophisticated promotion techniques are 

i»pl«»»nted ***• within - for Ínstanos, the Boyal Air ?orce in 
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Britain run courses for senior officers on how to 

act In a television Interview - but these are 

exceptional.     On the whole, the audiovisual 

trainer's role will be restricted to an advisory 

capacity except in local, specialised or 

unolaaaifiable categories of promotion,  where local 

conditions are so isportant that no general guide- 

lines are possible.     However,  there are trends In 

this category which deserve consideration In the 

selection of tools.    The sponsored fila in which a 

company finances the film because Its subject-matter 

is directly or indirectly related to the company's 

product   is one ever-popular promotional device, 

but it is now less Important than it has been in the 

past.     Films date very quickly, and If they are 

still in circulation a few years after they are made,  the 

old-fashioned   construction of the film can create a 

negative Impress ion.    This is less true in animated 

films than la live action films, but graphics and 

cartoon styles are also ephemeral.     A partial 

replacement for the sponsored film is the multi-media 

package for use in schools and colleges.     The package 

oan include a film, but more often a films trip, 

booklet and wall charts.      It contains information 

about the originating organisation in educative 

rather than Image-building terms, but can be very 
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effective in creating awareness and interest. 

Multi-media packages are also being used quite 

extensively by manufacturers to inform dealers and 

distributora of new products.    A kit fro» British 

I Leyland to announce a new range of care to their 

dealers will typically include two films trips, a 

long-playing record, a brochure containing photographs 

of the oar fro« every angle with a description of 

relevant sales points» and a Preliminary Service 

Information Manual,      The use of these kinds of 

audiovisual tools in this context creates a stimulus» 

provides extensire information, and shows the 

manufacturer's concern for the dealer's problems. 

In general»  the criteria for promotional audiovisuels 

are the same as those for displays and exhibitions. 

The approach must be bright, syapathetio and modern 

above all» but the message must shine through dearly. 

(3)   RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

In this category, audiovisuels are used primarily as 

recording devices.     Glossy presentation is irrelevant» 

accuracy and detail are all-important.     Cameras and 
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Up« raconter« ou be oaed to magnify, oondan«, or 

reproduce iaagea and «oimda in tlw and apaca (min, 

doae-up and long 1««.., o«ni- and uni-directional 

«icrophonea, faat-running fil« or Up« to oréate 

•low »otion, ti«e-lapae photography to oréate fot 

•otion).     Th. uae of eu.ru and Upa mjordera auat 

b. controlled entirely by th. reaearcher, aubjact to th. 

technical liMitation. of tha *juip«ent which tha 

audiovisual, trainar oan próvida.      Tha plantation 

of evidence racordad in thia way will dapand on tha 

-CHARaCTEHISTICSOF^IPlENT-(M.   ^ ?fl) and ..PRACTICAL 

C0MSTMI1IT3-.     It mj b. that i**., morded In 

»otion naad projaction a. still l«agea.     The «top-fra» 

device of a fil« projector «ay do tha job, or tha l*ag. 

«7 have to b« re-photographed for pendant aeoa«. a« 

• print or transparency.     It «ay ba that «ovo««* doa. 

not need to b. recorded, in which caa. a alide-projector 

«HI ba «ufficiant, and graphic« can indicata tha 

•ctual «oranant.     For apacialiaed work (alow «otion, 

tine-lap.« etc), rariabla-apaad «otion pietura playback 

mj alao ba nac«Mary.     A. «cat projactor. na only at 

16. 18 or 24 fra». p.r .econd, it «*y ba better to bar« 

* Tl«v.r which can provide varying «peed« of viewing 

at the cost of larga im# «is«. 
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Audiovisaals alao play a large pan In information 

retrieval for reaoarch purpoees.     Research reporta 

fro« MASA (Tha OSA national Aeronautical and Spaoe 

Agency), which apply to aany fielda outaida aeronautios, 

ara only eaally available in Microfiche forai, and NASA', 

laad ha* baan followad by othar big reaearoh organisa- 

tion*.      Thus, aiorofiche and «lorofila rlawara amy be 

aaaantial aquipaant for tha laboratory'a library. 

Thara axa many othar appi lo at ion* of Audiovisuala In 

Reeearch ani Development.      Tha audiovisual trainar 

•ny hara to prepara graphic* for raporta, aaalat at 

oonf arencas, and play a larga part in tha preparation 

of experiments raqulring an audiovisual raoordar. 

(A)    G»SRAL 

Any vaya In union audiovisuels affaet paopla'a liraa 

aay ba of relevanee to tha audiovisuels trainar.   Bis 

equipment may ba usad for entertainment at aooisl 

avants and for ganara! education.     Ha «ay ba concerned 

with tha development of broadcasting (radio or television), 

la his part of tha world.   Ha say lialae with national 

or international eduoational organisations, or ba 

involved in local oceammlty daTalopaant.     Thar« ara 

thousands of ways in which an audiovisual trainar ean 

serva hl« industry apart from his Training Progress»*, 
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and hi. ..lection of tool, will depend on th. Individual 

situation.   Nererthelea., hl. main Job i» twining, Md 

all of hi. expenditure on re.ouroe. will priaarlly be 

for training purpo....   Moreover, act of th. criteria 

by whioh he .elect, tool, for training purpose, will 

apply equally well In other area..      For ln.tanoe, 

Charts 4-   oan apply to Proaotional and General purpoaa. 

a. auch a. for training.     In this context, .11 the 

renar*, in thi. aanual which refer .peclfioally to 

training oan be applied in other field.. 

(V    CHàRJCT^flTyf3 nr RECIPIENT« 

toe of the aajor tenet, of programed infraction 1. 

that the content of a training program i. ».«»rad 

by the difference between the RB*JIHBD  RECIPIENT PERFORMANCE 

«* the HirflaM }fi**\ of the .tudent before the courae. 

The "CHARACTERISTICS OF  RECIPIENT"  factor in media. 

Selection Include, hi. Learning Uitl both In fra. of 

hi. knowledge of the «ibject to be taught and In tara. 

of hi. eoa.unic.tlon .kill, (lingulatio .kill, literacy, 

•Memoy and "graphinacy**).     The •CHARACTSRISTIDS« 

tlao Include the recipient's  cultural,  ethnic, .ocn.l a„d 

Psychological .tat», which are governed by Local c^.^ 

*Ï2ÏÏS?L?S5 llUrM7-     ^^"ytod^od. 
ou^^ï ÎSî„fi!Îtt,M» *•«• foU°vi»I conventional 
P"*?""•»«reading* a picture left*»Tight, up**-down anderetanding Ti.ua! ayabola. *-*««*» upae- oown, 

. »«b.ní^üj;;;"1""'the •*'*•»*. th. puPii or .i.Pi, 
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Chart 4 

DECISIONS    FOR    THE     SELECTION     OF    TEACHING    METHnns 

No 

Special training 
exercises, devices 

or simulators 
followed by practice 

on the job: 
90 to (2) 

Èteîfj Consider questions 1, 2 and 3 in tum. 
They may all apply to on« learning task. 

Presumably the responses looked for are 
emotional or changes in attitude, opinion 
or motivation. Look to the mass media 

for ideas on presentations with "impact" 
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CHART    7 

THE     "IF-THEN"    MATRIX    FOR    MEDIA    SELECTION 

The following matrix was designed by Mr.  John G.  Wilshusen,   Jr., 

of Indiana University,   wi^h the assistance of Dr.   Richard Stowe,'« 

and is reproduced here with their permission.       Since the matrix 

presents   so much information in a  limited space,   the authors 

prepared  the  following explanations  of  terms used  in the matrix. 

In the matrix,   solid shading means  "not   applicable";        partial 

shading means  "partially applicable";     and empty cells mean 

"applicable". 

LEARNER       CHARACTERISTICS 

Lar^e,  medium,   small,   individual -  refer to sizes of groups  of 

learners. 

Visual -   Learner characteristics dictate that the stimulus 

material be visual. 

Audible -  Learner characteristics dictate that the stimulus 

material N> audible. 

Learner Paced -  Learner characteristics  dictate  that  the rate 

of presentation be controlled by the  learner. 

Re8P°n8e  "  The medium contains provision  for incorporating 
demand  for learner response. 

Self-Instructional  - Learner characteristics dictate that 

stimulus materials  be so designed that learner is able to 

use  them with little or no supervision. 

TASK       REQUIREMENTS 

Motio« - Task requirements  indicate that «notion must be depicted 

Time <exp/contract) - Refer, to the possibility of expanding or  ' 

contracting length of presentation as compared with real  time 

experience of same phenomena:    e.g.,   slow motion or speeded 

motion pictures,  compressed or expanded speech devices. 

*Dr. Stowe is presently director of  Instructional Resources at 

State University College of Art, and Sciences,   Pittsburgh 
New York,  U.S.A. *  ' 
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Fixed Sequence - Refers to characteristic of medium which does 

not permit change in sequence of presentation beyond forward 

or reverse. 

Flexible Sequence - Medium permits change in order of presentation 

of stimuli. 

Sequential Disclosure - Medium permits revelation of material bit 

by bit and allows retention of prior bits as further bits are 

revealed. 

Repeatability - Medium allows complete or partial redisplay. 

Context Creation - Refers to capability of media to transport 

learner from awareness of real world to context artificially 

contrived. Motion pictures are an obvious example, but it 

is our contention that all media have this capability to some 

degree.  A book has it, for example. 

Affective Power - All media have the power to move people emotionally 

to some degree. 

MATERIALS 

We feel that .terns in this group are reasonably clear. 

TRANSMISSION 

Simplicity - How simple is the equipment to operate? 

Availability - How readily available is the equipment required 

to display the stimulus materials? 

Controlability - How much antro1 over the transmission can be 

exercised by the instructor? (Start/stop, slower/faster, 

freeze frame, volume change, forward/reverse, repeat, switch 

to different medium.) 

Freedom from Distraction - To what extent does the equipment distract 

the learners from the intended stimuli? 

Darkeninfi not Required - Medium can be presented without necessity 

of darkening learner environment. 
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Of course,  for practical purposes all these factors 

have to be measured very roughly, but they are 

essential in selecting the methods of instruction and, 

moat important, the media.     Bven though the aethoda 

are precisely tailored to the recipients'  learning level 

and local conditions, it is meaningless if the media 

through which the methods are presented fail to speak 

in the recipients'  languages - the languages   of numbers 

and pictures as vieil as words.     If you add to the 

language difficult! es   the problems which arise from 

suddenly confronting someone who has little experience 

of technology with an industrial enTironment, it may 

be impossible to teach anything at all. 

The selection of media has to take into account the 

advantages of using particular media against the 

disadvantages of having to translate their unfamiliar 

language.      In all oases, the Instructor has to direct 

the curiosity of his students towards relevant subjeote. 

It is possible In an extreme case, that soms of the trainees 

have never seen an instrument or machine like 

the one they are   being trained to operate.      The whole 

business may lie beyond their experience and compréhension. 

In such a situation the tutor must be aware of his 

audience's retention level which dependa on his 

evaluation of their Intelligence, maturity, and experience. 
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It le eewntial to oowtrnct « pra.ent.tion In .och a 

way that it o«n be integrated within the I..».,., 

«•••ml und.wt.ndln«.     lt .hould also be raaliaad 

that no natter what adr«»t*g«. technology hold., th. 

introduction of new equips, ^^ ^ ^^ 

1» oftan not related to enTiroM.ntel futures. 

Studants from an agrarian background har. to work 

«oh hardar to undaraUnd technology th« .tudent. -ho 

ha~ liTad with it all th.lr lire.,     it la i.,»^ 

to relate a prestation to a gir« anTiron«.nt. 

Th. »tarlai preaented ahould be oonc.i„d .0 that It 

i. oloaalj raiaUd to the «irlroiu^nt In whioh it i. 

«..d.     Strong illu.in.tion, atron, contrat of light 

«ad darknaa. a. oppoaed to .oft .hid., «d ahadow., 

«old be la keeping with the enriron^ntal condition. 

In tropical oountria..     Good rülbility and .lnplimty 

h.lp. cUrity «d parception.     Th. ** f*^ bain* 

pre.enfd «.t .tand out clearly fro. th. background, 

th. fiald of Tí«, wt be well pUc^l, allowing for 

•uetalned concentration without interféra....     Th. 

•adi«», nuat b. gl• pim* of il^ to look «d rt^oA 

th. «*.rial, cpeoiaUy if lt U mttmaimt. 
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If wbal and vrittan alaaanta ara naad In aaaoclatlon 

with tb« praaantatlon «atarlal, ooaprahanaion and 

»••orlaation will be affected «nd, here »gain, elarlty 

•nd releTanee wat be taken Into ooneideration.     The 

audience'a verbal conprehenalon and reading oapacitj 

•net be evaluated.     If not, interaat la loet, 

attention H diatracted, and th» laanMr la prevented 

fro« fraaplnf tha eubject. 

Trainaaa   »oat faal fanillar with thalr learning 

programa and a photofraphlc presentation with precis« 

and accurate description can halp than.     Hoverer, for 

detailed and apaolflo infomntion, for lnatanoa in tha 

"•• of «Plaining oosplex equlpaant, aisplifled or 

stylised dravlnf a or animated dlagrass oaa provide a 

clearer da fin it ion. 

fcoh educational intarlai depends OB tha oaa of svabols 

•nd eodaa.   These aar baar little ralatlon to any 

environmental situation with whioh an «odiano« la 

fsMliar.     Tha introduction of signs aosh aa directional 

arroiej, 11AM and symbols to repreeent tiaa and apnea, op 

•lavata lika foroa and wind, need familiarisation.   One« 

grasped, auch information »an ba smderstood and 

aseimilated without any apecific trainine,     fe tha 

othar hand, there ara a sambar of specific deafer» la 
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th. understanding of even the .i«pie.t pictorial material. 

Simple al«nB repreeenting distance, converging perspective 

lines and the superpositions of objects in perspective 

can be incomprehensible if aot explained beforehand. 

On the whole, locally produced material, which takes 

fall account of environmental aspects and the level of 

Intelligence of the learner, is preferable to material 

brought In from the outside.     Thia applies mainly to 

software because in most cases the hardware can only 

be obtained from appointe«* dealers. 

Printed brochures, leaflets and books can no longer be 

considered as the most efficient means of conveying 

technological changes, particularly in territories 

where reading and writing is not the Instinctive and 

traditional habit.     It is aleo unlikely that Instruction 

which relies on the printed word can be at all effective 

without some form of audiovisual help where visual 

communication has already been established, In television 

and cinema, as a part of everyday life. 

In spite of the available range of audiovisual aids 

which oan, if wisely chosen, suit practically e^ry 
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occasion,  there are still too many learning programmes 

which are too abstract, academic, confusing and dull. 

The proper use of audiovisual aids can make a presentation 

vivid, interesting, concrete, and from both the 

trainer's and trainee's point of view,  mgaiy economical. 

As was explained in the first chapter, the use of 

audiovisual techniques does not depend on the purchasing 

of expensive equipment.     An expert user of staple aids 

can be a vital asset to any organisation.      It may 

often be better to spend money on training more 

trainers than to invest a large capital outlay on 

hardware, although it will take longer to train trainers 

up to the required standard with simple aids than it will 

be to learn how to use a film projector, and it is often 

the case that trainers of the right calibre are just 

not available;   whereas equipment that reduces the 

burden for one man can make him many times more efficient, 

unfortunately, the expenses of maintaining equipment, 

obtaining software and constructing any sort of Media 

Resources Centre are hidden costs which may well exceed 

the cost of such measures as the importation of trainers 

from another country at inflated salaries. 

Although it can be a great stimulus to learner-oriented 

eduoation, the rapid development of modern technology 
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can be -or. of a hindrance than a help.      If electricity 

1- in itself a problem, it i. llkely that ^ ^^ 

sy.te»s necessary to maintain coaplWd hardware will 

be i-poBaible.      If th. cultural level of the recipients 

i. radically different fron, that of developed countries, 

it is likely that most software imported fro» developed 

countries will be uselea. or even harmful.     An Audio- 

Tisual instructor is not a »an with a machine - he i. . 

«n who i. trained to present information audiovisually - 

•nd whether he usee chalk and talk, or CCT7, he ha. to 

have expertise in audioviaual communication. 

In the right hands, a chalkboard can b. »ore valuable 

than any other aid.     A mixture of voice, writing, 

drawing and erasing can provide audiovisual information, 

•OTing pictures - and efficient learning.     The ohalk. 

board is cheap, durable, and can be used anywhere.   No 

software is needed.     All you need 1B a trainer who can 

use the chalkboard to its full advantage - ^ th.M 

people are very rare. 

»•rerthelesa, simple aids are the first essential on 

any trainer's shopping list,     A bad teacher -ay be 

only 1« efficient, but a broken-down fil« proj9ctor 

is <*. 
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Th. arguant for «imple aid. do«, not re.t on the idea 

that the message, transmitted by simple aid. ara aa.lar 

to understand than the «„.age. transmitted by elaborate 

aida.     In fact, it is much easier for an uneducated 

portion to under, band that he must copy the people he 

saaa in notion pictures than it i. to understand the 

combination of word., number, and picture, that ha sees 

on a blackboard.     Because the aoat sophisticated aid. 

can bring the aessage. which ara closest to real life, 

they can ea.ily be used with illiterate people. 

The technology of aaiflg sophisticated aids (as opposed 

to that of making and maintaining them), is much 

simpler than the technology of using simple aids (and 

compensating for their lack of reality).     Ten year 

old children can eaeily learn to operate a CCTV camera and 

VTR - and they can show a videotape of themselves 

performing a task far mora easily than they oan explain 

rerbally what they did.     The Mahari.hi who taught the 

Beatle. how to meditate is now sending videotapes of 

hi. meditation techniques to his disciples ... and he 

completely renounce, technological society! 

The characteristic, *>f  recipients are the most complex 

factor, affecting the choice of tools.     A student may 
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be distracted by a mohína, bat »Ut« well to the 

pictures and sound» it ««it«.     He may understand a 

chalkboard, but be confused by what Is drawn on It. 

SVALOáTI« CP COST-EFraCTIfBTESS 

When a trainer is only using simple aide and home- 

made disposable software, cost-effectiveness of the 

training programe can be computed In tens of the 

value to the organisation of workers after 

training as against the cost in manpower and facilities 

of operating the training program*. 

When more elaborate media are being considered, the 

•valuation of cost-effectiveness is a much more complex 

procedure.     There is not yet any widely-accepted 

methodology of media evaluation. 

There are a large number of variable costs Involved in 

media selection on a long-term basis, but it is usually 

the case that «labórate media Justify a high Initial 

oost bv a substantial long-term return on lnvestmtnt. 

If you use a chalkboard, you have to do the sane amount 

of work every time you present Information with it. 
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If you usa more expensive equipment, you oan usually 

use the same software again and again, which substantially 

reduces many labour costs as well as having other 

advantages. 

The relative costs of equiralent aedia in any situation 

will depend on the amount and type of Instructional 

oontent that needs to be produced, and how often that 

content is to be presented or repeated.     Production, 

presentation and repetition are key factors, and should 

•ach be computed separately but considered in conjunction. 

The variables involved in computing aedia selection 

have now been expressed in simple mathematical terms 

by M.J. Oatey, whose report "Effectiveness and Costs 

of Instructional Media« is available from the Air 

Transport and Travel Industry Training Board in the 

United Kingdom.     A companion volume is available as a 

programmed text for use by trainers in real or imagined 

case studies. 
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TECHNIQUES 
AUDIOVISUAL 

PO R 

INDUSTRI 

CHAPTER THREE PART ONE 

Utilisation Using Audiovisuels 

So far vre have mainly been concerned with acquiring 

and maintaining the right sort of audiovisual tools 

for the right sort of job.      All this preparation work 

is absolutely essential, but the test of your 

selection of media is in their application on the 

shop floor,  in the classroom or in the lecture hall. 

This is where your theories are put to the proof, 

where you can check your evaluation or all your 

background information, and where you are actually 

communicating to the trainee. 

Here,  the most important thing to remember    is that 

Communication consists of three separate, but 

entirely interdependent parts, which can be called - 

Message 

Channel 

Recipient 

The message is the information you want to give. 

The channel comprises all the media and methods used 

to get it across - whether your voice in a classroom, 

or the projection of a film which has been exposed, 

processed, printed, edited and dubbed with sound. 

The Recipient receives the Message through the Channel 

and any déficiences in Message or Channel will be 

earn 
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reflected in hi« imperfect subsequent perforane«. 

Toa may think you haw a olear »s sag e and a perfect 

channel, but if you have not got through to the 

recipient, the message is not really clear and the 

channel is not really perfect.     The only remedies 

in an actual learning situation are the traditional 

one« of every teacher - self-confidence, adaptability, 

sensitivity to the learner's problems, and the skill 

to suraount the« in any way that is available.     If 

this aeans abandoning a tape-slide program for a 

chalkboard, it doesn't natter.     The basis on which 

you set up the programme must have been incorrect, 

but In the meantime you must get on with the Job as 

best you can. 

We expect that in the vast majority of situations 

there will be no need to change a carefully prepared 

programmi at the last minute.     But it is the quality 

of the preparation that matters, and not the amount 

you do.     There is no point in preparing a learning 

program», a room, equipment and software if the end 

result is no improvement in learner performance.   And 

the more sophisticated your tools are, the more 

preparation they need;    and the disaster of an 

unsuccessful demonstration is all the greater. 
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Bearing Jn mind the necessity for abandoning prepared 

programes in an emergency, the rest of this chapter 

will be devoted to the practical ways In which the 

channels of communication can be as perfect as possible 

on the shop floor.     In this context, the size and 

shape of the room, the light level, the heat, the ató lent 

sound and the tine of the day will al play a part la 

making the channels effective or not. 

Phvaical g»««Wffff 

La the past it took a trainer thirty to forty-five 

minutes to prepare a room and set up his equipment. 

Today it can be simpler and quicker - In the case of 

the projector with built in screen as one unit, there 

is no need to darken the rooa.     Strong projection 

lights through better designed lenses also help to 

make a clearer defined projected picture, so even front 

projection can be used In a semi-dark room and there 

is still enough light to see the students. 

If projection takes place in the open air, special 

arrangements must be made.      If there Is a lot of light 

Interference, shielding of the screen is essential;    the 

projector does not need shielding from the light. 

Ì. 
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Availability of power"  la another factor.      If thai» 

la no alectric power, the portable battery will do just 

as wall.     After all, aotor eara use long life batteries 

which, If properly maintained, provide energy for 

several months or even years.     Whatever energy is 

consumed, however, must be replaced, and while a car 

can recharge its battery during running, the same does 

not apply to the projector.   Consequently after ten 

hours» use, or approximately twenty short periods of 

projection, it is wise to have the battery recharged. 

It is also essential to ensure that the power supply 

driving the projector's motor should be at a constant 

speed in order to avoid light flicker, and, if sound 

is usad, frequency fluctuation.     These can occur if 

the battery is allowed to run dry. 

Under any conditions, the audiovisual operator must 

oheek the voltage required to drive the equipment, 

«nd the length of the power cords and cables.     He mast 

make sure that the correct plug is fitted In advance 

of the presentation, and that there are some extra 

projection lamps available.     In extreme heat it is 

•specially important to protect not only the equipment 

but also the films Inside or outside their "*»r as 

beat does make them curl up.     If the equipment is left 

« See »Using projectors away from maina electricity« 
by 0. Gordon Hewlett in   EtWti«^ pw1flMMIf 
3&&naj£onjg: Toi 1 Mürber 2, July 1973 
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outside in the opra air It aust be protected fro« 

heat and daap which o«n daaage it. 

Whan th« lectura tains plaee in a building, the aia« 

of the room should be related to the nuaiber attending 

the lecture, and the acoustics taken into consideration. 

If the rooa is overcrowded the physical discoafort 

iapedes the lecturer and does not proaote efficient 

learning.     Very large rooaa with a ••all audience can 

handicap the acoustics and concentration.     Ideally 

the environment for an audiovisual présentation should 

be especially constructed by an expert who can ensure 

that the power supply is correct, arrange the platfom 

and desks for the students to take notes, and design 

the layout of the rooa to encourage a direct personal 

contact between lecturer and students.     Such a roo» 

can, if necessary, hold a aaxlaua of fifty learner« 

although thirty is acre functional. 

The room should not be eaaller than ten aetres by 

fifteen netres, and its height not less than three 

••traf.     air circulation should be regulated and 

the acoustics good.     For Instance, concrete walls 

and floors are not food aound carriers, so sousj- 

inatilating hardboard and a felt or oarpeted floor 

la preferable.     Safety is another factor - do ara 

•oat be easily opened, and there aast be easy < oeees 

to than. 
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Thaaa ara th. aialaan pfayaLcal woaimnanta for a 

plana which la to ba usad for fib «hows or atatlngs. 

For froqunot audiovisual doaonstrations it 1« so anoh 

ñora eonvanlaat to bava • pltot parnaaantlj aqulppad 

with tha right fncllitiaa. 

The purpogafal application of audiovisual aida dapaodn 

not only OB good lntantloa, wiUlanaaaa or Intarast la 

a now technology, but a osfroa of prof osalonalisa (i.a. 

knowing how to bandi« tha oquipnant and how to 

latagrato it in a laarelag aituatlon).      la daralopad 

eonntrlas axtansiTt sot.rcaa art atailablo for taaohara 

•ad futura audiovisual oparatorf to aoqaira thaaa 

•killa, but unfortuuaUly thaaa faoilitUa ara not 

avallatala univaraally.     Howovar, what la nnavallabla 

oa tha taohnieal and thaoratioal lavai aaod not ba a 

handicap on a practical laral.     with onaaon aaaaa 

oaraful cholea of nadln, and a will to axparlnsnt, aar 

food trainar oaa apply aadioviauali iaagiaatlvaU aad 

inUlligantly.     Tha acopa    of application la extras* ly 

wlds la avary fon of audiovisual aoauumloaUoa, 

tha abjattiva ia lafonatloa, training or taaoklag of 

* nkUl, aad thara an no hard ralaa for 
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It  WBOld b« UMfttl   to IUteU  KM apeolflo  guideline« 

oaoa «fall i    first - a speelflo kaovledge of the groups 

•MOBd -  the MMMltr Of MlOCtiBf the  SJOSt  Suitable 

typo of aidj    third - eareful preplanning of th« 

presentation. 

It Is also useful to rotato that a «Up by stop 

presentation la botUr than oonreying too ano h 

Information too rapidly.     Claar riattai aaterlal la 

always essential.     The opportunity to practica with 

tha actual equips** - or tool la a great adrantafo If 

they ara at hand - physical bandi Inf la loan» In« a 

aklll ooafclned with gaining an understanding of tha 

thaory la nor* off act IT« than althor of than aaparataly. 

A alapla guida for ualng audiovisual! can go as 

foliotât 

1)    for day to day Information and anosnoassnts osa 
tha display board or any othar non-projected 
taohnlqaaf 

a)    for information requiring permanent memory 
intention osa orejéete* langa» i 

3) preriew all audiovisual software and aaka notasi 

4) tha audiovisual aids should ha only a part la a 
series of lassons making op a study unit; 

9)    train anothtr parson to assist operating the 

Ì. 
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6) audiovisual aids should be used as teaching 
tools and not as time fillers; 

7) aake a clear definition of when and where the 
audiovisual aid is  to be used. 

3)    follow-up is an important aspect in any situation 
and should be considered an integral part of the 
programme.     This should vary according to the 
purpose for which the trainer has used his audio- 
visual aids. 

9)   keep looking for better ways to use audiovisuels. 

The main drawback to the last item is that most 

trainers are too busy implementing their methods to 

communicate them to trainers In other organisations. 

Iventually, perhaps,  there may be a system for 

Information-exchange between training establishments, 

preferably at frequent intervals.      unfortunately the 

difficulties in this are theoretical as well as 

practical.     The criteria for establishing the 

relevance of one organisation's audiovisual training 

methods to another organisation are argued over by 

educational technologists throughout the world.     Only 

*hen there is a measure of agreement amongst theorists 

oan practical experience be properly evaluated and 

onmmunicated to interested parties. 
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Designing Facilities 

In spite of the commercially available instant lettering, 

signs and shapes for magnet and flannel boards, it is 

almost certain that a demonstration will require the 

presenter to produce some designs in front of the class. 

The produotion of such visuals will have to be 

synchronised with the verbal presentation by the 

lecturer himself.     When the two elements work together 

well, the presentation has a good chance of success. 

The production of visual graphics by the teacher is 

a vital element in the preparation of a demonstration. 

It is important to refer to some elementary factors 

in design and graphics in the context of audiovisual 

presentation. 

Design means the creation of order out of chaos.   It 

is the assembly of various visual elements into a 

graphic arrangement which will put across the main 

points of the demonstration to the learner directly 

and clearly. 

The graphic arrangement should be fixed through the 

lfiou¿ - the elements which have to be put Into a 

Ì. 
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harmonious whole are words, lines, colours, planes, 

space and texture.      The tools to be used can be 

pencils, crayons, pens, Inks, charcoal, brushes of 

all sizes. 

The layout is the co-ordinating factor which determines 

the basic format and composition of an image, and this 

should be prepared beforehand.     Improvisation In front 

of the class can hold up the lecture and can lead to 

a confusing mixture of drawings. 

The proportion of lettering and writing should always 

be well balanced with other visual elements in a 

composition and related to each other;    only a layout 

can determine such relationships.      In the meantime, 

the oize of the visual elements can be defined - words 

must be clear and readable even from the furthest point 

of a class;    drawings should be reduced to their 

simplest elements.      If a drawing needs complex visual 

effects, such as shading and texture, these should be 

prepared prior to the lecture so as not to interfere 

with the flow of the presentation. 

The characteristic behaviour of various writing tools 

should also be studied.     For Instance some pens which 

are good for fine work may be difficult to wipe off. 
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Instead coloured wax pencils can be more suitable, 

depending of course on the type of surface being used. 

The felt-tipped board-writers provide bold clear 

lines if this is the effect required. 

A smooth visual presentation requires careful study 

of design techniques.      The first step is not to 

choose too difficult an approach.      It is valuable 

to produce some rough sketches in the simplest line 

drawings and bring up the images step by step in 

the context of the content and continuity of the 

lecture.     The drawings or any element of visuals 

should not be considered on their own artistic merit, 

but should be an integral part of the whole presentation. 

Although the display industry has concentrated on 

making the presentation of visuals,  including graphios 

and lettering functional and easy for the lecturer, 

the Instant presentation In front of the class still 

holds a magical effect and can be very effective and 

valuable. 

The lecturer does not need to be a skilful designer 

or artist himself, and yet, with a little background 

study in design, he can communicate his programe with 

the maximum effect. 
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B«dniP tO » lamina "^mUf 

We have already mentioned a larga number of essential 

preparations before eabarking on an audiovisual 

learning programme, bub not to the administrative 

organisation which can success fully undertake these 

preparations.      In a large number of eases, the 

audiovisual trainer may be the only member of the 

audiovisual section of his organisation, and perhaps 

the only aeaber in the training section, too.      He has 

a lonely, speoialiat job, which inevitably involves 

•ore work than his oolleaguee would believe poe.lble. 

These are sose of the function« he east fUli 

(1) Close contact with coapany policy, particularly 
training policy. 

(2) leaping up to date with information on new 
equipment, software, and industrial training 
practices. ^ 

(3) Ivaluating training need«, characteristic, of recipient 
and practical cena train te, then planning 

training progresses (unies, there is a t mining 
officer). ^ 

U)    Selecting aedla for training prograaaes. 

(5) Ivaluating, buying, maintaining, servlclnc and 
storing equipment. ^ 

(6) Buying or preparing, designing and aaklag sofUare. 

(7) Careful costing and plann lag ahead. 
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(S)    Croating t aadia daralopaant pl«n. 

(9) Training a oolltagaa to taka orar la anarganeias. 

(10) Inplanantlng progrannaa. 

(U) ïraluatlag »«ulti, planning MV progrannaa. 

(12) Looping oollaaguaa infomad at all atagaa. 

Thar» an a ouater of waya in which thla bordan oan 

ba aaaad, avaa within tha raaoureaa of a anali 

organisation.     Pirat of all, thara nay ba aaa intano« 

available froa Oovamnantal and International Indus trial 

étalonnant afane lag.   This nay taka tha forn of nonay, 

apacinliat adrloa, or aran a raady-nada training 

prng panna for partioular 

Saeondly, alitine ateff oan ba oaad to handla 

of feha work.     If thara la a drangh tesan, or a 

chart writer, ha ean aaka riaual aoftwara.     Tha 

alaetrloian a* alao ba raaponalbla for aalntalning 

•lac trio aqulpnaat, and oarpantara or natal workm 

aas naka and «pair othar eqnlpnsat. 

Thirdly, tralnaaa ean opa rate audiovisual aide within 

ihn «tanti«* of tha training prograana, and aaalat in 

preparing roam ate. 

i. 
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Fourthly, maintain the interest of oolleagues and 

•nperiors.     Most people have sow interest In 

•udiortauals, if only by association with entertainment 

einen», and will often provide support whan it is 

newded. 

Balow it a chart of the possible organisation of a 

••mil audiorisual department.     Pila and television 

unite are lass essential than photographer and 

illustratori illustrator is sore important than 

photographeri    malntenanoe and storeain can be sore 

important than an illustrator. 
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Thu physical shape of the audiovisual department 

wiU vary widely fro» place to place.      It is essential 

that it should be as far as possible a self-contained 

unit, in which the audiovisual trainer has Immediate 

access to staff,  tools and trainees.     At the same 

time it oust be seen to be an integral part of the 

organisation, and preferably not situated   in an 

obscure corner which nobody can find.     The four 

•oat important functions of the department are 

production, presentation, maintenance and storage. 

Each should have its own room or rooms, although 

certain kinds of combinations cum work well. 

For instance, the tools used by trainee fitters, 

electricians, mschanics, etc. to practice on the 

"real thing" can be stored in the maintenance area 

and used for the upkeep of projectors and other 

equipment:    but stationery and software must be 

kept somewhere else. 
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AUDIO VISUAL TECHNIQUES 

FOR INDUSTRY 

PART TWO 

TECHNIQUES AND TOOLS 

CHAPTER ONE 

NON-PROJECTED AIDS 

Ì. 
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NPN-PROJECTET) AIDS 

The Chalkboard 

The chalkboard consist« of a painted wooden plate 

allowing a white or colour chalk to write on the 

surface of it.  It can be supported by fixing the 

board on to the wall if the lecture hall is interior 

or placing it on an easel if the lecture is to take 

place in the open. 

Advantages : 

It can serve a variety of objectives - 

(a) it needs  no elaborate preparation and 

setups such as a darkened room or electrical 

equipment.  It can also be used in the open 

air. 

(b) it it comparatively inexpensive. 

(c) it is  long-lasting and upkeep is easy. 

(d) the demonstrator can use it instantly. 

(e) it allows a, chance  for the apprentice to 

actively participate in the demonstration. 

(f) mistakes can be easily corrected. 

(g) the demonstrator is able to adapt his material 

to the skill and intelligence of his audience. 

Disadvantages t 

(a) the chalkboard doesn't provide movement like 

film. 

(b) the diagram drawn on the board needs careful 

preparation as part «  the lecture. 

(c) it is confined to the writing and drawing 

skill of the lecturer. 
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(d)  great car« has be be applied to take car« 

I of the board and keep it clean. 

•< 

Hint« for preparing a lacturt 

It is nacassary to prepara the lecture notes beforehand 

and mark up the sections which could be demonstrated 

visually on the board with as much clarity as possible. 

The guideline for what can be shown on the board visually 

and what can be put across verbally should depend on the 

content of the subject, the intelligence of the audience 

and your skill. 

In some cases it is advantageous to draw on the board 

a statement or diagram before a demonstration starts. 

Then with the text and the material which has been 

previously prepared, a statement can be built up step 

by step carefully controlling the timing and the pare 

of presentation according to the learner's capacity. 

The learning environment must also be considered. 

It is effective to involve the learner in the process 

of the lecture.  An active response can be achieved 

for instance if some of the words or symbols are drawn 

by the learners themselves before or during the lecture. 

Self instruction could be most effective in the learning 

processes once the learner is sufficiently motivated to 

study by himself even if the learner may not be technically 

perfect. 

A degree of proficiency in craftsmanship is essential 

even in the handling of a chalkboard.  It is an asset 
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to be ibi« to draw and write on th« board efficiently 

and in synchronised rhythm with the spoken words.  This 

way the chalkboard can be one of the quickest and the 

most efficient tools to put across the instruction. 

A few hints - 

(a)do not turn your back on your audience when 

speaking while you write or draw on the board; 

(b)be quick with your visuals 

(c)make the pictures clearly visible to everyone 

in the audience 

(d)make the words clear and legible (this »ay swan 

rehearsing beforehand) 

(e)use thick, clear and bold lines 

(f)always have a cloth available to erase for 

corrections 

(g)always have extra chalk ready. 

The Markerboard 

Unlike the blackboard the surface of the markerboard is 

white.  For this reason it is often called "THE WHITEBOARD". 

Its development was made possible by the introduction 

of felt tip pens during the last years.  It is especially 

useful where cleanliness is required.  The board is usually 

nade of white plastic on which the images are applied with 

felt tip colour markers.  Multicolour writing and drawings 

on white surface could be of some importance in laboratories 

and in situations where it is useful to reproduce symbols 

in colour codes and where dustless atmosphere is required. 
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Advantage* > 

(a) no dust by chalk 

(b) can ba maintained to ba tha claanast 

of all boards 

(c) aavaral colours can ba applied 

(d) tha board can sarva aa a projaction 

acraan 

(a) can ba tha baais of strong graphic ima gas 

(f) mistakes can ba aaaily wipad out 

(g) it can ba uaad in tha opan air 

Dlsadvantagast 

(a) tha aarkarboard doesn't provida 

aotlon lika fila 

(b) tha drawings and writ inga require caraful 

preparation 

(c) raf1action can ba a problaa with strong 

sunlight, but with slightly whita surfacas 

this problasi has baan overeoae 

(d) das»? cloth is raqui rad to wipa off corrections, 

it is nacaasary to wait till tha board is dry 

before proceeding again.  this »ay taka slightly 

longer than chalk 

(a) tha colour markers mist ba tha right sort; watar 

basad, if thay ara spirit basad thay aaslly leava 

unwanted narks on that board.  If this occurs tha 

; 
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marks must be washed off with a domestic 

bleach or special liquid removers manufactured 

by the markerboard suppliers. 

Hints for preparing a  lecture 

Just like with other boards  it is essential that 

proper preparation should be made before the use of 

the markerboard.       Since the use of bright colours are 

possible the advantages of this  factor should be utilised. 

If the lecturer has the skill and the craftsmanship it is 

effective to write and draw from notes instantaneously in 

front of the class as the writing tool provides an 

effective way of emphasising and clarifying certain points 

in a demonstration by multi-colour writing and drawing. 

Since the visuals appear more defined on the white,  than 

on blackboard,  the layout should be more carefully considered. 

The appearance of the visuals is clearer and more professional 

looking! because of this it i. preferred by both the lecturer 

and the pupils. 

The teaching however must be adjusted from the use of chalk, 

instead of holding it upward, the felt tip marker should be 

h«ld downward. .i»il.r to nor»al writing.      The colour ink 

flow, fro» the p«n with far 1... re.i.tanc. on the .aooth 

pla.tic .urface than chalk again.t wood «urface. 
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A few hints: 

(a) do not  turn your back to your audience 

while writing and drawing. 

(b) work out the exact time when using the 

markers. 

(c) it is  valuable to have some points already 

drawn on the board at the start of the lecture. 

(d) work out the layout of the visuals beforehand and 

make  sure that both writing and drawing are clearly 

visible even from the back of the class. 

(e) make  functional use of colours,   but do not use 

colours  for their own sake. 

(f) always have a cleaner kit available to erase and 

to correct. 

It  is an advantage to be able to draw and prepare such 

graphic pictures as symbols, diagrams,   images and lettering. 

The Fllpboard 

The flipboard consists of 10-20 largo sheets of drawing 

paper attached by means of screws or clips to a stable 

backing.      The sheets are drawn or written on with spirit 

markers,  crayons etc. during the course of a lecture or 

demonstration,  or,  alternatively pre-prepared sheets may be 

mounted in the required order of exposition.      When no 

longer required, each sheet may be folded  (or "flipped") 

back over the board to reveal the next sheet, calender 

fashion. 
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Flipboards and easels  are commercially available,  but 

can  also be constructed  simply to one's own specifications. 

Advantages 

(a) dust-free in use 

(b) time saving when  a lecture is required to be 

repeated several   times 

(c) relatively cheap and easily transportable 

(d) flexibility - professionally finished diagrams 

and/or one ' s own drawings can be shown 

(e) concentration of audience is focussed only on 

the diagram being shown at the moment, not on 

preceding material. 

(f )  points made during a lecture can be quickly 

and easily reviewed in order to sum up its content. 

Disadvantages 

(a) practical considerations of size limit the 

applications of the flipboard to small conference 

or class-rooms 

(b) it is normally necessary to turn one's back on 

the audience when writing 

(c) spirit markers will often seep through to 

underlying sheets unless paper with a non-porous 

coating is used 

(d) open air use is not advised. 
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Hints  for Preparing a Lecture 

Make your letter and drawings as large and bold as 

possible - writing should be at least 1"  high.      Do 

not overfill each  sheet.       By lightly pencilling in 

the material you intend to draw in advance of your 

lecture,  you will  not only have an excellent "aide 

memoire",  invisible to your audience,  but your lecture 

will gain in fluency and assurance.     Avoid using paper 

with a very shiny surface, since this will cause disturbing 

reflections. 

The Flannelboard 

When two pieces of rough-textured cloth are placed 

together,  they tend to adhere.      This principle has 

been used in the flannelboard;  a rough material is 

stretched over a hard backing,  and other pieces of 

material cut to a desired shape are placed upon it to 

form a diagram.       These pieces of material can be written 

or drawn upon at will.       it will be found that, providing 

the underlay is rough enough, not only other pieces of 

cloth    but also paper and similar light materials will 

adhere almost equally well. 

Advantages: 

(a) The base cloth can be removed and rolled up, so 

that together with the diagra« elenents   it is 

easily transported fron place to place 
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(b) Cheapness. 

(c) Given imagination and the wide variety of cloth« 

available,  the graphic effect« to be achieved 

through this medium are almo«t unlimited. 

(d) The  same element« can be used repeatedly. 

(e) The lecturer doe« not need to turn his back on his 

audience in order to place new elements on the board. 

Disadvantage« t 

(«)  Suitable for «mall audience« only,   since symbol« 

etc.  placed on board are difficult to make out at 

distance« much in excess of  15 fuet. 

(b)  The weight of larger element« can »ometime« cause 

the« to «lip» to counteract this tendency,  the 

board can be inclined backward« a  few degree« fro« 

the vertical. 

Hint« on the Preparation of a Lecture 

At a maximum viewing distance of 15  feet,  symbols or 

letters «hould not be ««taller than 1 inch.      The adhesive 

elements should wherever possible be in colours offering 

maximum contrast to the board it«elf.      Special  papers 

•re available in various colours which are specially 

designed to adhere to flannel-board«; should one wish 

to «nploy printed paper satter which does not   adhere 
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to the board ««illy,   special papar may be glued to th« 

back of  It  (sandpaper will also work) .       It   is a 

j good Idea to make up a  folder containing the  different 
f 
| elements of a lecture  In  the order in which  they will 

Î &• required and to number  the back of each element 

, accordingly-  for the  sake  of order,  a point   should be 

made of replacing each element removed from the board 

* back in  its folder -  an untidy heap after a  lecture is 

S sometimes very difficult  to sort out! I 

[ 

1 The Magnetboard 
i 

[ The magnetboard is a board of some ferrous material to 

which small magnets are glued to the backs of  the 

elements to be displayed.       One should distinguish here 

between magnet boards  and  the less well-known magnetic 

boards»   the latter are themselves magnetic,   and as a 

consequence will retain small ferrous metal  objects placed 

on them. 

Advantages » 

(a)  Th« magnetboard is an Ideal form of display in 

an¿ planning or design context where frequent 

changes during the planning process are necessary, 

• .g.,  interior decoration, circuit diagrams,   seating 

arrangements at conferences or banquets. 
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(b) Subject to the strength  of the magnets used,   even 

three dimensional objects can be stuck to the board 

(e.g.   small model vehicles for  driving tuition) . 

(c) The board may be painted  to provide any permanent 

background  required. 

(d) The backgrounds may be varied by placing paper 

sheets over the board on  which  the new background 

has been  drawn;  providing  the paper is not too thick 

the magnetic elements will continue to adhere  to 

the board.   (See "Flip Boards") . 

(e) If the magnetboard is painted matt black    it  can 

serve as  a  combined blackboard/magnetboard. 

(f) Providing not too many sheets of paper are used 

flipcharts  can be used  in combination with the 

magnetboard to increase   its versatility. 

Disadvantages: 

(a) Magnetbourds and their associated materials rtre 

heavy,  bulky and difficult to transport. 

(b) When moving the magnetic elements, care must be 

teken not to scratch the  surface of the board. 

Hints in Preparing a Lecture 

Check in advance that any elements you have prepared do, 

in fact, adhere to the board-  if they are too heavy, 

counteract this by attaching additional magnets.       This 

is particularly important if you intend to use several 
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layers of paper over the board.  when not in use 

magnets should be left adhering to the board so that 

they do not lose their magnetism - the board acts 

as a "keeper".  Many modern conference rooms have 

steel strips underneath the plaster of the walls; these 

are specially designed for niagnetboard applications. 

Magnetboards are ideally suited for the production of 

titles and other pieces of text for slides and films. 

The Plastlgraph 

This is similar in application to the Flannel-board, 

except that it operates on the principle that two 

smooth surfaces adhere to each other.  Sheets of clear 

celluloid are mounted on a smooth board made of 

glass, perspex or enamelled  metal by means of pegs 

at the top of the board. Onto these sheets are 

placed the display elements, which are cut out of 

coloured plastic foil, A complicated display can 

be built up element by element so that, thanks to 

the transparent sheets, the end effect is that of 

one complete diagram. 

Advantages 

(a)  By comparison with the Flannelgraph, the 

Plastlgraph allows a diagram or similar 

display to be built up in progressive stages 

<*>)  The brilliant colours in which the plastic 

foil is available make a plastlgraph display 

¿. ^mm 
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easier to see and more eye-catching.  when a 

transparent base is used, this brilliance can be 

increased by back lighting. 

(c) Adhesion is greater, so the board may be used 

in draughty situations or outdoors. 

(d) The cut-out elements are tough enough to withstand 

repeated use and can be moved about at will. 

(e) The various plastic surfaces can be written on 

with washable markers during a lecture and later 

erased.   if a metal base is used, magnetic elements 

can be incorporated in the display. 

Disadvantages : 

(a) unsuitable lighting can cause unwanted reflections 

on the board. 

(b) Plastic foil is considerably more expensive than 

paper. 

(c) The foil's great adhesion sometimes makes the 

removal of elements difficult. 

(d) Dust can interfere with the adhesive properties 

of the plastic and is difficult to avoid because 

of the material's tendency to become charged with 

static electricity. 

(e) Displays which are left too long will curl at the 

•dges, particularly in a warm atmosphere. 
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Hints for Preparing a Lecture 

As with a flannelboard,  the prepared sheets and 

elements should be kept flat in a folder in the 

order in which they are to be presented.       if 

difficulty is encountered in removing elements,  a 

small piece of paper may be glued to the underside 

edge to afford purchase for the fingers.       If static 

causes trouble,  anti-static aerosols are available. 

The Multiboard 

As  its name might imply,  the multiboard combines 

characteristics of other display boards  in one unit. 

It is,  in fact,  a flipboard, chalkboard,  magnetboard 

and screen for projected aids all rolled  into one, 

and more modern equipment can even be used as a 

plastigraph board. 

Advantages : 

(a) See under the headings for the individual types 

of board. Otherwise the flexibility permitted 

by this type of board is an obvious advantage. 

(b) Most boards are collapsible and easily transported. 

(c) Ideally suited  for conference rooms and customer 

demonstrations. 

Disadvantages : 

(a) See under the headings for the individual types 

of board. 

(b) The boards multiplicity of functions can be 

i. 
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confusing to thos« unfamiliar with on« or 

•or« of ita functiona. 

(e) Sona coamarcially avallaci« board« ar« too 

h«avy for «as« of transport, 

(d) Th« ov«r-«nthu«ia«tic us«r of «uch board« 

•oro«timas fall« into th« «rror of ov«r-«xploitlng 

it« potential during on« l«ctur«, th«r«by 

confusing hi« audlance. 

(•) Son« combination board manufacturar« r«duc« 

th« «it« of th« display ar«a in ordar to «av« 

on w«ight.  Thi« limit« th« application« of 

»uch board« to small auditoria. 

Practical Tip« 

S— under heading« for Individual board typa«. 
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AUDIO VISUAL TECHNIQUES 

FOR INDUSTRY 

PART TKO 

TECHNIQUES AND TOOLS 

CHAPTER NO 

VOICE PRODUCTION 
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Audio 

In this chapter, we  shall be dealing with sound alona, 

divorced as far as this is possible from any consideration 

of visual  aids.       It  should be  remembered,  however,  that 

many of the remarks made about  the applications of 

equipment  for sound reproduction apply equally well to 

audio-visual equipment;  this will perhaps be better 

understood if it is borne in mind that a sound projector 

is essentially a film projector   into which the equivalent 

of a tape recorder has been built, and that neither a 

tape recorder nor a  sound projector can give of their 

best in competition with a pneus»tic drill  being operated 

in the near vicinity '. 

Sound 

Before dealing with the practical aspects of the subject 

It would be as well to have scese elementary knowledge 

of the nature of sound itself - what it is,  and how it 

is propagated.      Por our purposes, sound can be most 

simply defined as air-borne vibrations which make their 

presence known to us through our ears,  i.e.,  our sense 

of hearing.      The physicist would also include vibrations 

beyond or below the audible range, but since we are 

concerned with sound as a means of human communication, 

we need not bother with then unless we are seriously 

thinking of setting up a seminar for bats. 
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on 

Any object vibrating at a frequency within th« human rang« 

of hearing will normally Impart  ita vibrations to th« 

air,and th« air will  vibrata in  sympathy with  it.       Th« 

sound wave* thus produced will  set up vibrations in th« 

human «ar,  which th«n converts  them into electrical 

impulses which ar« carried to th« brain. 

The human vocal chords operate on «ntirely mechanical 

principles,  similar to thos« of musical wind instrumentst 

air from th« lungs is  forced past th« vocal chords,  and 

d«p«nding on th« degree to which thes« are extended or 

contracted,  sounds of   varying pitch and loudness  issue 

from the mouth.      These sounds  are capable of being modulated 

further  through th« action of ancillary vocal organs in 

th« mouth- th« tongue,  palat« and llps-to produce th« 

complicated series of sounds known as speech.       It is 

perhaps because we are so familiar with it that this, 

the human means of communication par excellence,   is so 

often neglected, and  for this  reason, no apologies are 

offered for including the human voice here as a piece of 

audio equipment having prime place In the field of 

Instruction. 

Voice Production 

In any Instructional situation,   the lecturer or Instructor 

must endeavour to be 

(a) Audible 

(b) Inte 11 ig ibi« 

(c) Interesting 
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A professional actor or lecturer has learned how to 

project his voice in  such a way that, without the benefit 

of en amplifier,  h« can be heard distinctly even by large 

audiences.      He has  realised the   simple fact that the 

volume  of  sound he produces  is directly in proportion 

to the  amount of breath - or energy - he applies to 

his vocal apparatus.       The ability  to do this  should not 
to j 

be confused with knowing how^shout;   in shouting, 

the  loudness of the voice is certainly increased, but 

the energy comes from the lungs only;  the modifications 

to the   speech organs necessary to maintain conversational 

intelligibility under  the  stress  of  a vastly  increased 

flow of  air through  them  is  ignored.      Good voice 

production at  increased volume,   on   the other  hand, 

depends  on the  speaker  still being   capable of  exerting 

full  control over his  speech organs  under  these   (for 

the average person)   exceptional conditions.       Leaving 

aside  the content of  what you say,   the technique of 

good public speaking  is,   like so many other things, 

acquired  simply by an awareness of   the problems involved 

and by constant practice.      Having  said that,  the 

following simple tips will be of  help: 

(a)   Since your breath is the main source of 

energy for what you say, it follows that you 

will need more of it in public speaking than 

in normal conversation:   hence, take a really 
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deep breath whenever possible,  e >d try to tine 

your breathing in such a way that an intake of 

breath coincides with a natural pause in what you 

are saying.       Practise breathing in and out   in a 

quiet controlled  fashion;   few things appear   sillier 

than a  speaker gasping  for breath at the end of a 

monstrously  long  sentence  for which he has   taken 

insufficient breath,  so breath« deeply or use  shorter 

sentences!       If you are preparing your own   lecture 

or instructional material,   remember that  language 

written for  the eye to read, does not necessarily 

sound good  to  the  ear.     Short,  pithy statements 

in simple  language  are preferable to long   involved 

sentences which may  look  good on paper but  can 

sound pompous  and  artificial  to the ear. 

(b)  Direct your voice as far towards the back of your 

audience as you can.       In practice,  this  simply means 

keeping your head at a somewhat higher angle than might 

normally be the case.      At the  same time,  however,  take 

care that you appear to be addressing your  audience as 

a whole- you do not need to keep your eyes  on the last 

row of  listener      as well!       A common error   is for the 

lecturer, without realising  it,  to suddenly become 

mesmerised by a member of the audience who gives the 

appearance 
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of being particularly interested in what you 

have to say,  and to address  the whole of your 

lecture to him.       This may be prompted by 

nervousness or  lack of experience,  but will 

normally be construed as bad manners. 

(c) Inexperienced speakers in front of strange 

audiences often exhibit unusual mannerisms 

which distract the audience  from the subject 

matter of the lecture;   swaying to and fro, 

spectacle polishing and other so-called 

displacement activities are  to be avoided as 

far  as possible. 

(d)Avoid speaking too quickly,   particularly if 

your audience consists of people who are not 

native speakers of your language.      This might 

at  first sight appear to be  a superfluous warning! 

but experience shows that a nervous speaker often 

races through his lecture,  possibly in the hope 

that by doing so,  he will draw the audience's 

attention away Crem any inadequacies in his theme 

or presentation of it;  the  reverse Is true. 
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PROJECTED PICTURES 

There are many different type« of projection equipment which 

will enable the user to display small graphic originals 

of all kinds on a large screen, so that a grou». of people 

can see the original graphic, greatly enlarged by optical 

projection onto the screen.  The screen size may be 

selected to suit the size of the room and the number of 

people viewing.  The distance of the projection equipment 

from the screen will determine the size of the projected 

image.  Normally the projection equipment is sited behind 

the viewers, throwing the projected image onto a screen 

at the front of the viewers.  This is known as Front- 

Projection and pictures showr. in this manner must always 

be presented in a properly darkened room.  When circumstances 

do not permit a darkened room, special Daylight Projection 

screens may be used.   Such screens have a high reflectivity 

which allows for projection even in a room in full daylight. 

However, such screens are usually highly directional so 

that a bright image will be seen only by viewers in the 

centre of the room, whilst those seated off-centre towards 

the edges of the room will ••« an image greatly reduced in 

brilliance. Thus, in certain situations where the viewers 

can be seated at the optimum viewing angle, usually a 

«•»11 group, Daylight screens may be effective.  However, 

such screens are very much more expensive than normal 

projection screens.  A further alternative may b« a 

Rear-projection system in which the projection equipment 

is housed in a box, the image being projected onto a trans- 

lucent screen via a mirror angled at 45° to the projection 

lena.  There are a number of 
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ircially Manufactured rear-projaction systems 

available but/must be noted that theae  ayatem» always 

employ a  small   aereen size  around 10"X  8"  and thua 

are more auitable for individual or at moat two or three 

people to view.      Therefore,   it it recommended that a 

properly darkened room be provided. 

Darkening A Room 

When converting a room by covering the windows with 

•uch materiale as heavy drapes, opaque blinds or 

hardboard  so as to exclude daylight,   it   ia essential  to 

enaure that there is adequate ventilation  for the 

audience  -  otherwise there   is a danger  that viewers  will 

become    sleepy due to a  stuffy atmosphere and not 

able to absorb the information being presented to them. 

This  is particularly so  ii.  hot climates. 

rHOWT-PROJECTION  SYSTEMS 

Projection of graphic material  is achieved by optical 

means and each projection  system has been designed 

for a apee i fie purpose.  The choice of equipment    will 
, typ«, 

depend on theTof graphic material to be presented. 

This can range from a a imp le hand drawing on paper or 

a page from a book or magazine,  through transparencies, 

colour slides   (with or without sound accompaniment), 

filmstrips  to the more sophisticated motion-picture 

presentations. 
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An important  factor governing the choice of projection 

equipment   (known as  'hardware')  and the «election of the 

graphic medium   (known as   'software')   will be the 

availability of back-up facilities such as art-work and 

photographic equipment and skills.    The question of 

available funds  for any particular project must be a 

decisive factor.    The user must determine the cost- 

effectiveness of a chosen system by  relating it to his 

specific    needs as well  as his local  resources. 

Power  Supply. 

Hardware of all kinds for projection    requires an 

electric power supply to operate the  light source as well 

us cooling fans and projection motor.     Even the simplest 

equipment needs current to power the projection lamp. 

It 1«  important,  when ordering equipment,  to ensure that 

it will operate on the  local mains supply.     The  local 

supply should  first be checked - whether A/C or D/C. 

Por example,  most projection equipment  using electric motors 

operates on A/C current only.    The local voltage should 

be known as well as the frequency,  in the case of A/C 

current.    This will normally be either  50 Hi or 60 Hx, 

depending on the part of the world.    Most projection 

hardware to be discussed in this chapter will have a variable 

voltage control for the input and some equipment will 

also have a facility to operate on 50 or 60 Hx.      Should 

there be any doubts about the local supply voltage and 

frequency, the local power supply company should be 

consulted.      Whan ordering equipment,  voltage,  frequency 
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?    must be specified. In areas where there is DC power 

Î     supply only, special care will be needed, since there 

;     will be problems with equipment operating on A/C motors. 

It is possible by consultation with local electrical 

• engineers to arrange for a power convertor which will 

f     convert a D/C supply into the required A/C voltage 

,     and frequency, in cases where the required hardware is 

available only in A/C power. 

When it is necessary to operate equipment in the field, 

i.e. in areas where there is no mains power supply, it 

is possible to obtain a convertor which can be driven from 

a heavy-duty car battery. Such a convertor will then 

produce the current to power the equipment.  Here «gain, 

the power requirements of the hardware must be specified 

when ordering a convertor. 

STILL PROJECTION HARDWARE. 

The Epidiascope. 

This is a very simple, yet highly flexible and effective 

projection device.  It is relatively inexpensive *nd easy 

to use. The Epidiascope consists of a metal housing which 

contains a powerful projection lamp, a mirror and a 

projection lens.  The mirror is placed at 45° to the 

optical axis of the lens and is arranged so that any kind 

of graphic material placed underneath the housing, in the 

•pace provided, will be illuminated by the light source. 

Tnm  illuminated graphic is reflected by the mirror into 

the projection lens which throws the picture onto the 

screen. The plan drawing illustrates the layout. (Pigure 1) 

MS^ 
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The size of the projected image on the screen is 

determined by the distance of the Epidiascope from the 

screen and the focal length of the projection lens. 

A wide range of graphic material »ay be presented with 

this equipment; simple hand drawings on paper, pages from 

a book or magazine, photographs and even fairly flat 

objects such as a pair of scissors or a printed circuit 

board.  Using a little imagination, even movement can 

be screened.  For example, magnetism could be demonstrated 

by placing iron filings on a piece of white paper 

under which a small magnet is inserted during projection. 

A large image of this demonstration will be thrown onto 

the screen and the filings will be seen moving into 

their polar positions. 

The Epidiascope is, therefore, a simple but very 

effective projection tool.  The cost is not high and 

there is little to go wrong.  The only service needed 

wilJ be attention to cleanliness of the mirror and lens. 

These are best cleaned by brushing gently with a soft 

camel-hair brush or lightly dust^ing with a piece of 

soft linen. Ensure that there is an adequate supply 

of spare projection lamps and that one of these is 

always available during a show or lecture. 

The Overhead Projector. 

This is one of the most popular projection devices for 

use in the class or lecture room.  It consists of a 

light-box housing a powerful projection lamp, which is 

aimed at a translucent area covering the top of the box 

forming a flat illuminated table. Usually, there is a 

Fresnel lens beneath the table which ensuies 
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even distribution of the projection lamp over the 

working surface.     An upright column  is  fitted to  the 

side of the  light-box which carries a projection lens 

and a mirror  set  at 45<>  to the opcical axis of the 

lens and the working surface of the  light-box.     The 

whole of this  assembley can be adjusted vertically 

so that the  distance  from the  lens unit  from the 

light-box platform can be varied.   (Figure  2).     Some 

makes of Overhead Projector have a  fully rotatable 

lens head,   thus allowing  the user to  face  the equipment 

in whichever direction  is most convenient.    Further 

useful refinements  to this device    consist of a  heat 

filter between the  light  source and the working 

platform,  a cooling fan which is thermostatically 

controlled and roll holders  fitted to each side of the 

light-box to carry a roll  of transparent material  across 

the top of the light-box.     All  these refinements  are 

desirable and  it  is as well  to ensure that any make of 

machine being considered    includes these features. 

In use, any transparency,  either previously prepared, 

commercially published or drawn on a blank section of 

the transparent roll during the lecture, may be projected 

onto the screen, with a large, bright  image.    The 

average size of the  illuminated platform forming the 

working area   is about 10" X 10".    The teacher has  a 

wide variety of options which he may employ when using 

this equipment    to present visual material.    Facts, 

figures, drawing and diagrams may be hand drawn on the 
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clear transparent  film during the  lecture.       Virtually, 

the system b-comes  a sophisticated chalk-board,  since 

the user can  draw or write  his  information,   using 

if required,   different coloured  pencils.       The viewers 

see the  visual  as  it  is being drawn as  they listen to 

the lecturer.       Making use  of the  roll-holders which 

carry a  roll  of transparent  film material    enables 

the user to bring a  fresh drawing  area over the light- 

box very easily.       it also  allows  him to refer back  to 

previous  information  by winding back. 

The Overhead Projector is now firmly established as 

an  indispensable training aid in  the industrialised 

countries and   is used widely in education and industry. 

Many large international  industrial organisations have 

had special programmes produced  for use  in Overhead 

Projectors.       Such programmes consist of a specially 

prepared book,   containing a full  set of transparencies 

printed in multi-colours bound together with the lecture 

notes in such a way that the appropriate notes appear 

opposite the transparency being used.       These books 

are printed in quantity, in different languages and 

in this way,  a  standard of information and training is 

possible.      The programme books are spiral bound, thus 

allowing each transparency to be laid flat on the 

projection table.       One „«in     automobile company use, this 

method for service training throughout Europe and the 

United States of America. 
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Slide Projectors. 

Historically, the Slide Projector was probably the 

earliest picture projection device.  In the nineteenth 

century, it was known as the 'Magic Lantern'. This 

consisted of a large metal box housing a strong light 

source such as gas or acetyline which faced a simple 

condenser lens at the front of the box. This lens 

concentrated the light onto a square aperture, in front 

of which was a wooden slide carrier which carried two 

glass slides, the carrier being arranged so that it 

could be pulled to and fro horizontally across the 

illuminated aperture. A projection lens was mounted 

in front of the slide carrier and thus threw a large 

image of the slide onto a screen. Whilst one slide 

was being shown, the next slide in a series could be 

inserted into the other space in the carrier and by 

pulling the carrier across, the next slide would be 

projected.  By inserting new slides into each side 

of the carrier as it was moved from left to right, 

and removing the previously projected slide, a 

|       continuous presentation could be made of any length 

and with any number of slides. No doubt the name 

'slide' derived from this process of sliding the 

picture carrier to and fro during what in those days 

was called a 'Lantern Lecture'.  Either the lecturer 

operated the slide projector himself, whilst deliveiing 

his lecture, or an assistant would operate the 

projector, feeding the slides in, the order of them 

having been arranged before the lecture. 

i. 
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The lecturer would then be able  to deliver his  lecture 

at a position near the screen at  the  front of the 

audience and signal  to his assistant  to change slides 

by snapping his  fingers or using  a small castanet. 

In these early days,  the slides  were large  in area, 

at least 3J"  X 3]" and pictures  or diagrams were hand- 

drawn on the glass  surface.       Different colours were 

used for greater effect.       Then,   as the art and 

technique of photography developed,   it  became possible 

to print photographic negatives  onto specially prepared 

glass  slides carrying a photographic emulsion and thus 

project a large positive picture   in black and white. 

Today,  with the progress of photographic techniques  and 

skills,  slide projectors have become much more 

sophisticated.      Nevertheless,  they employ the  first 

principles of the early machines.       (Figure 3) 

Since  the advent of 3S/mm cameras   for still photography 

together with modern colour films,   the majority of 

slide projectors are now in the  35/mm format.       The 

simplest and least expensive kind of projector  is a 

modern miniature version of the old  «Magic Lantern«. 

It consists of a lamp housing containing a high power 

projection lamp,  a condenser lens,   slide carrier and 

projection lens.      The whole haing very compact, highly 

portable and not expensive.      The only electrical 

part     is      the projection lamp and this can be ordered 
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Figure ¿ 
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either in mains or battery supply.    Some simple 35/mm 

slide projectors have low-voltage projection lamps 

and have a built-in transformer to reduce the mains 

current to the  required voltage  for the  lamp.    Often, 

the lamp voltage  is  12 volts, which means the equipment 

can be operated from either mains or  from a car battery. 

Slides  for 35/mm slide projectors are  the same size 

in picture area as  the  standard  35/mm still  camera. 

i.e.  24 X 36/mm.    The basic 35/mm slide projector can 

be a very effective visual  tool  for the presentation 

of pictures which can be  taken on a modern  35/mm 

camera.    Today,  these cañeras have become very easy 

to use because  they have  automatic exposure  systems 

built  into them and for a modest sum    such a camera 

can be purchased.     Then,   by using reversal-type colour 

films,  the user  is  able   to photograph the scenes 

needed to cover a subject   in pictures.    The exposed 

film is then sent to the nearest processing station 

and the pictures are returned,  mounted    in card 

slide mounts,   ready for projection.    Naturally,  the 

resultant pictures will depend entirely on the skill 

and imagination of the photographer.    This method 

for making pictorial  slides  in colour is suggested as 

basic technique for producing pictures on any given 

subject and presenting them on the basic slide projector 

described. 
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There  is much to commend this  simple  slide production 

and presentation method  in areas where there are no 

sophisticated photographic and art-work  facilities. 

Although  the method  is   simple  and requires  only a 

35/mm  still  camera  and  compact  slide  projector,  just 

as with an/ teaching or  information programme, it is 

necessary for the person making and presenting the 

programme    to prepare  the content carefully.      A 

logical  sequence of pictures to be  taken to cover the 

subject should be worked out on paper,  together with 

the  text to accompany each picture.       Thought should 

be  given to the value of close-up pictures  related 

to  a wide view picture,  because these  close-up details 

will  add impact and clarity to  the programme.      Where 

funds  permit,  it  is well  worth providing for a more 

expensive  35/mm camera of the single-lens  reflex type 

because  this will  enable  the user to  photograph large 

close-up detail with great accuracy.       Such cameras 

can usually be supplied with a series  of close-up diopter 

lenses which can be  fitted to the  front of the camera 

lens.       This will  allow for the photography of very small 

objects  in extreme close-up.      This   facility will prove 

of great value,  especially in industrial  training.      It 

will also enable slides  to be made of existing charts 

or drawings and the copying onto slides of any other 

graphic material. 

Ì. 
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When all the material has been photographed, it will 

be returned from the processing station and they will 

have cut each frame of film and mounted them on card slide 

mounts. These card mounts are suitable for short-term 

use and should a more permanent storage method be needed 

then it will be necessary to instruct the laboratory 

processing the film not to mount the frames of finished 

colour reversal film and to return them unmounted. 

Special 35/mm glass slide containers can be obtained 

from the projector suppliers and the individual frames 

moil»ted in these holders. This method prevents any 

damage to the film and is recommended for permanent 

storage. 

There is only one correct way of inserting a slide 

into the slide carrier on the projector. Because of 

the optical system in the projector, the picture image 

is inverted through the lens.  For this reason, slides 

must be put into the slide carrier upside-down.  There 

is also only one correct position for the slide insofar 

as the surface of the slide will be in relation to 

the light source. This is determined by the type of 

material the slide was originated in.  The 35/mm film 

frame on which the slide was photographed will have 

an emulsion side which is identified by its matte 

surface, the other side being the film material which 

can be identified because it is shiny.  In cases of 

material produced on colour reversal film, the film 

base or shiny side must face the light source and the 
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emulsion side shoul'  face the projection lens. A 

useful method for ensuring that slides are always loaded 

into the projector properly, is to fix a small piece of 

adhesive paper to the top right-hand corner of the 

slide mount when it is in its proper position for 

projection. The slide number can always be written 

on this small paper area and it serves the purpose 

of indexing a series of slides as well as ensuring that 

they always appear on the screen properly. For simple 

hand-drawn information, there is available a special 

blank opaque slide with a surface on which information 

can be drawn or written. These slides will be useful 

for uncomplicated graphic information, bearing in mind 

that the area available to be written or drawn on is 

confined to 24 X 36/.nm. These special slides are known 

as 'Ektagraph' slides and are available from the 

Eastman Kodak Company. 

So far, the simple slide projector and methods for 

making pictorial slides for it have been discussed. 

However, there are a number of more sophisticated 

slide projectors with built-in electro-mechanical 

features which allow for automatic projection of 

slides. They are all based on the «ame principles as 

a simple slide machine but have added facilities. 

There are projectors which accept plastic slide 

magazines holding up to 50 slides. These magazines 

are simply a plastic box with a series of grooves in 

it into which the slides are loaded. Thus, a complete 

programme may be loaded correctly and stored ready 

i. 
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for projection.  The slide magazine in this type 

of automatic projector is oblong in shape and fits 

into a channel built into the side of the projector. 

The least expensive type of magazine slide projector 

is simply hand-operated.  When the magazine is in 

position, with the first slide aligned opposite the 

projector aperture, a metal carrier is pushed in and 

this carries with it the first slide. When the carrier 

is withdrawn, the first slide is replaced in its 

slot in the magazine, then when the carrier is moved 

forward again, a ratchet mechanism moves the magazine 

up to align the next slide in the series and in this 

way, the whole magazine can be shown. 

A further sophistication of this principle employs 

an electro-mechanical drive to operate the slide 

mechanism.  A remote-control cable is plugged into the 

projector with a push-button on the end. The 

lecturer may then change slides in the magazine as 

far as 3o feet from the projector, at his own pace, to 

suit the lecture. A further refinement is to extend 

the electro-mechanics of the projector in such as way 

that momentary pressure on the control button advances 

the next slide, whilst a longer pressure causes the 

••gazine to «ove backwards, thus allowing for retrieval 

of a previously shown slide. This is a useful function 

when the lecturer wishes to refer back for emphasis. 
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Another additional refinement is the provision of 

an automatic timer which can be set at different 

time: so that each slide is projected automatically 

and the duration of time it is held on the screen 

is determined by the variable timer control. The 

main use for this facility is ir. exhibitions; it is 

not essential for use in training.  The most 

sophisticated automatic slide projectors have, in 

addition to the remote slide-change button, another 

control built into the machine and remotely controlled 

by the cable, allowing the focus of the projector to 

be adjusted.  Some machines even have a small optical 

unit built into the control unit at the end of the 

remote-control cable which allows the lecturer to 

project a small white image of an arrow which can be 

superimposed on the projected picture so as to 

point out specific details in the picture.  Where a 

|       larger quantity of slides are required to be presented 

I       and stored in a magazine, there are circular wheel- 

type magazines which sit in the magazine channel of 

the projector and can hold up to 100 slides.  The 

magazine rotates at each slide change being driven by 

the same ratchet principle. There is also a machine 

designed to take circular slide trays fitted horizontally 

on to the machine.  These trays take up to 80 slides 

but the machine will only accept this type of magazine 

and was designed specifically as an audio-visual tool. 

In all other respects it has the same remote-control 

and automatic features as the flat oblong magazine type 
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of machine.      There is a particular advantage so  far as 

slide containers are concerned.       With  the plastic 

magazine  box or circular plastic magazine driven  by a 

ratchet,   it is necessary to remove the  magazine  cover 

securing  the slides  for transportation,   before the 

magazine  can be  inserted.       When the magazine  -over is 

removed,   there is always the danger of  accidentally 

tipping the magazine  over during handling.       When 

this happens,  the  slides fall  out and much time  can 

be wasted before a  show,  re-inserting  them in the 

proper order.      With the machine employing the 

circular  tray which  fits flat and horizontally into 

the machine,  the slides,  once  loaded are kept  in 

place permanently by a sleeve with a central  flange 

which is  fitted into  the centre of the magazine. 

This type  of automatic slide  projector   is manufactured 

only by the Kodak Company and  is called the "Carousel". 

Summarizing the automatic projectors,  there are numbers 

of different manufacturers producing the type of 

machine accepting the plastic box type magazine and 

some of these also accept the  larger capacity circular 

wheel-type magazine.       These machines are manufactured 

both  in thr> U.S.A.   and Western Europe  as well  as 

Japan.       The nearest local photographic or audio-visual 

dealer should be consulted if this type of machine 

is required.      The Carousel machine is  usually 

distributed by audio-visual dealers, otherwise the 

nearest Kodak or Eastman Kodak office should be consulted. 
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Setting up  a Slide  Pr»«wit>tion 

Whichever   slide projector is finally chosen,  it is 

necessary  to make proper preparation for a slide 

lecture.      Ideally,   a permanent  lecture room in which 

all the audio-visual equipment  is located,  ready for 

use, is desirable.     This may not always be possible 

particularly when  the equipment  is taken    out to a 

location or used in  the field.     In any event there 

are a number of essential needs  to  ensure  smooth and 

efficient présentât ion:- 

1. A firm table or stand for the projector. 
This must be of sufficient height to clear 
the    heads of the viewing audience.    Failing thié, 
if a lower table is    to be used, then the 
viewers'  seats must be so arranged that heads do 
not obstruct the beam from projector to screen. 
Hake a check after siting the projector on its table 
at the  back of the room, by arranging the chairs 
and sitting in seats near the  centre of the room 
with the projector throwing an image onto the screen. 

2. The projected picture size will depend upon 
the distance of the projector from the screen 
and the  fecal length of the projection lens. 

. A chart  showing projection distances,  lens 
focal   lengths and picture sizes is a useful 
aid to planning.   (Figure 4,) 
Where  funds permit,   a selection of Lwo or three 
projection lenses,  of different focal lengths, 
should  be ordered with the projector.    There are 
available, lenses of variable focal length - 
usually supplied with the more sophisticated machines. 
These  are known as   'Zoom'  lenses.    Such lenses, 
whilst more expensive than a single normal  lens, 
are probably no more expensive than a selection 
of different lenses and much more flexible.    A 
zoom lens can be adjusted to vary the projected 
picture  size to fit the screen, without moving 
the projector.    It  is particularly useful for 
presentations in the field where differing room 
sizes may be encountered. 

i. 
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The following »Met shows the distance from 
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3. Check  that the  slides have been  loaded 
correctly in the magazine.      Where  the simple 
hand-operated slide projector  is being used, 
make  sure that  the  slides are   in proper order, 
preferably in a  wooden slide box.       The slides 
should be numbered with the white  labels  fixed 
to  the  upper right-hand corner   (as  previously 
described). 

4. Lecture or teaching notes should have been 
prepared for use by the Lecturer.       The number 
and description of each slide  should be written 
into  the lecture notes to ensure  smooth continuity. 
Often  the lecturer will  find that  subject headings 
together with each  slide will   suffice  if the subject 
is well  known to  the lecturer.       When an assistant 
is used to operate  the projector,  a copy of the 
notes   should be provided for him.       Of course, 
where  automatic  remote-control  projectors  are 
used,   no assistant   is necessary. 

5. Make  a  final check before the presentation, 
see  that a spare  lamp for the projector is  at 
hand.       Ensure that any cables  connecting the 
projector to the mains supply are laid so that no- 
one  can accidentally trip over  them.       See  that 
someone  is available to switch off the room 
lighting when necessary. 

Making Slides  from Composite  Graphic Originals. 

A simple method  for the production of 35/mm slides by 
direct photography with a camera has been detailed.       Where 
more sophisticated photographic and graphic skills are 
available,  slides  can be made, combining  graphic and 
photographic material. 

A simple example  of this technique would be the production 

of a slide which contains  a  colour photograph,  together 

with written legend such as  a title and a slide number 

appearing in the bottom right-hand corner when projected 

onto the screen.       This» is  achieved by making up a composite 

graphic carrying all the information and then re-photographing 

it onto a 35/mm frame.      There are two methods of photography, 

depending on the number of copies of each  slide   needed.     The 

composite should be photographed onto negative  colour 

i. 
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film from which any number of positive colour prints 

can be duplicated.    Since  35/mm cameras take up 

to 36 pictures in one loading,  a complete run of 

36 negatives can be    produced.    However,  to do this, 

there must be full colour  film developing  facilities 

as well as printing equipment available and  such 

facilities are normally available at a central 

processing laboratory.      The laboratory will also 

cut each frame of print film and mount it  into a 

slide holder,  usually the glass type.      Where such 

facilities are not available,   it is still possible 

to produce slides from composite graphics using 

reversal type colour film and sending it away to 

the nearest processing station.    A composite 

original is made up by using a reasonably  large 

blank white or black card,  depending on the  subject 

matter.    The size of this card should be at  least 

10" X 8".    A colour photograph    can be mounted on the 

card and any additional gapiic material drawn on 

the card in different colours,  by hand.    Thought must 

be given to layout so as to produce an effective 

slide.    The composite can then be photographed using 

a 35/mm camera capable of  focussing sufficiently 

close so as to fill the frame area with the composite. 

A single lens reflex type camera is essential  for this 

work. 
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Adding Sound  to Slide Programmes. 

Most of the more sophisticated automatic  slide 

projectors are equipped for  automatic synchronisation 

of sound from a tape or cassette recorder/player. 

The programme  information  is  carried on one of the 

two tracks on  the tape- e.g.   commentary,   the other 

track carries  signals or  'pulses*  which are recorded 

on the tape at  the exact moment a slide change is 

required.    These pulses are   fed by a connecting cable 

to a socket  in the projector  and in this way    each 

slide changes  automatically  at exactly the correct 

moment during the programme.     However,   it is not 

possible to make use of any ordinary standard tape 

or cassette recorder.    A specially made  tape machine, 

provided with  the additional  record/playback head 

to record and replay the pulses is required.    Whilst 

reel-to-reel machines of this type can be found, 

the Philips Cassette type machine is most popular 

because of its  low cost and portability.     Such 

cassette machines are available for mains or battery 

operation and can be supplied with a pulsing unit 

so that it is possible to record and pulse a 

slide programme on the spot.     This system is very 

useful   when an experienced lecturer on a subject is 

not available because a trained assistant can present 
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a   programme with a  pre-recorded commentary made by 

the  subject expert.     However,  it must  be emphasied 

that whilst information can be presented accurately 

in this  way,  it can never be as effective as  a 

programme delivered by the lecturer  in person.    The 

lecturer  can be flexible and can retrace where he 

feels  it  necessary,   as well as being able to answer 

questions and deal with a discussion on the subject. 

Operating  instructions  for slide/tape-sound 

synchronism with cassette tapes are provided with 

the cassette recorder  and pulsing equipment. 

Film-strip Projectors. 

The Filmstrip projector employs exactly the same 

optical principles as  the Slide Projector but instead 

of separate 35/mm slides being used,   the programme 

material   for the visual is carried on a length of 

35/mm film.    The film is exactly the  same as film 

used in  35/mm motion pictures, except that the. 

individual frames are projected as still pictures. 

The frame size of the picture is 24 X 18 mm,  i.e. 

half the  size of the  frame size in a  35/mm slide. 

There is no slide carrier in a filmstrip machine. 

This is replaced by a  small roller on an arm at 

the top of the machine from which the  35/mm roll 

of pictures is fed into the projection aperture. 

There is  a simple sprocket drive which engages with 

the perforations on the edges of the film, thus 

feeding each frame into position in the projection 
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aperture. Below the aperture there is a take-up 

roller onto which the leading end of the film is 

threaded.     In the simple   type of projector,   frames 

are advanced by hand,   by turning   a winder which 

is linked to  the  sprocket  wheel. Fig. 5    illustrates 

the  layout  of a  Filmstrip  Projector. 

Just   as with the  Slide Projector, the   Filmstrip 

Projector is available in a range of models from 

the  simple  hand-operated  machine to a   fully 

automatic projector fitted with tape/sound and 

pulse   equipment  so that  the presentation can be 

automatic and in  synchronism,  sound with picture. 

The  same type of  special   cassette recorder and pulse 

unit  as used for  slide machines, can be used with 

the automatic Filmstrip Projector.    The more 

sophisticated models employ small cassettes to 

hold  the roll of  film which are threaded by the 

machine automatically.     There are advantages and 

disadvantages in considering the use  of this type 

of still picture projector.    The main  advantage 

lies   in the  fact  that the programme carrier,  i.e. 

the length of 35/mm film can carry a  large quantity 

of single frames.    There  are 16 frames  to each foot 

of 35/mm film and therefore it is easily possible 

to have a series of 100 or more frames   in only a 

few feet of  film which takes up very  little space 

and is    easily stored.    However, any re-arrangement 

i. 
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of individual frames in a filmstrip programme is not 

possible, without  re-making the entire programme. 

With slide projectors and slides,  single slide alterations 

and updating is easy.      The composite graphic originals 

are prepared in exactly  the same manner as  for  slides, 

unless  there are very complete photographic facilities 

available,   the filmstrip  is not the  sort of visual 

programme that can be produced by tho training personnel. 

Filmstrips have to be photographed onto the 35/mm 

negative with a special  35/mm rostrum camera.       This  is 

generally carried out by specialist houses or photo- 

laboratories in the industrialised countries.       Therefore, 

the filmstrip projector  is recommended only in cases 

where  there are suitable published filmstrips  to suit 

a training course. Por local 

production,   slides are to be preferred. 

SUMMARY 

There  is no doubt that projected slides or photovisuals 

have become an extremely effective tool in solving many 

present-day communications problems.    They are used 

widely  in education, business and industry and 

governments - people in all fields are making more and 

more use of these kind of visual aids because of increased 

awareness of the need for good communication. 

JL. 
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There is a wide choice of equipment to choose from to 

suit every need from the simple hand-operated 

projector to the fully automatic machine with synchronised 

sound from a tape cassette.  The only limitation is 

that slide projectors present still pictures and if 

movement is required or is necessary, then a motion 

picture projector must be used. 

f.\ 
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MOTIOM PICTURES. 

Introduction 

Since the invention of the motion picture fila at the 

end of the nineteenth century, 'movies' have been 

regarded by the public mainly as an entertainment 

medium.  Nevertheless, almost from the time of 

their invention, the potential of the film was 

recognised as a teaching medium.  However, in those 

early days, all motion pictures were made on 35/mm 

film and the projection equipment was cumbersome. 

Since the main financial objective at the time was 

for the films to make money as a form of 

entertainment medium, little thought was given to 

making use of film as a means for instruction. 

Certainly, the early silent newsreels were an example 

of the use of film for informational purposes. 

Then the Documentary film was developed, even before 

sound films were possible. The term 'documentary' 

was first used in regard to a special kind of film 

by John Grierson in 1926 when he revi«wed a film 

made by Robert Flaherty entitled 'Mona' - a film 

about the South Sea Islands. The difference between 

an entertainment film and a documentary is that 

the former employs actors and the latter, real-life 

situations and people. Grierson defined his term 

•Documentary film' as 'the creative interpretation 

of reality'. 
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The late John Grierson established the documentary 

film firmly in the early 1930's when he opened the 

British Empire Marketing Board Film Unit and following 

that the British G.P.O. Film Unit.  By then, the sound 

film had emerged and the G.P.O. Film Unit became 

known internationally as producers of excellent 

documentary films which were used as a Public Relations 

and information exercise to inform on the activities 

of the British Post Office.  'Night Mail* is a 

classic example where the talents of the documentary 

director were combined with those of the poet 

W.H. Auden and the composer Benjamin Britten. The 

resultan account of the journey of the night mail 

train from London to Glasgow. 

The G.P.O. Film Unit pioneered the use of the 16/mm 

sound projector. A number of projectors were 

acquired together with all the neressary accessories, 

speakers, screens etc. Thus they were able to 

travel the country, giving shows of their films to 

"omens' Institute«, schools, universities and the like. 

This established the non-theatrical use of film and 

the popularity and use of the 16/mm projector grew 

rapidly. Documentary films were and are used for 

conveying to the viewer, a first-hand experience of 

a subject. However, they did not teach specifically. 
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Rather, they gave background information on a subject 

and  stimulated   interest and a desire to learn more. 

A further and natural development was to produce 

a visual aids 'package*, consisting of a documentary 

sound film, a set of slides to teach detail of the 

subject as well as a carefully prepared set of 

lecture notes which could be given to the trainee. 

The Shell International Company were producing this 

kind of training package in the late 1950's. 

It was from this background that the training film 

in various forms emerged.  16/mm projectors became 

more sophisticated and highly portable and then 

the 8/mm and Super 8/mm rear-projection single- 

concept loop machines were developed. Before 

going into the technical details of the variety of 

motion picture projectors available, it is necessary 

to have an understanding of the different types 

of training film and more importantly their value 

in terms of teaching and retention of the subject 

matter. 

1. 16/mm Industrial Training Films. 

Many large industrial companies throughout 

the world have produced films, designed 

to train employees at all levels on a 

specific subject. These films are usually 

of a running time of between ten aid twenty 

minutes. Generally, they are screened in 

projection theatres with a cinema-type 

atmosphere. Whilst films like these 
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have been produced by professional film 

makers who will have made the film in 

close collaboration with a subject expert, 

there is no guarantee that the film 

will, in fact, teach. Like the documentary 

it may only give the viewer background 

information. The reason for this is that 

film, by its very nature, is fleeting 

and it is impossible for the viewer to 

remember the detail of the first few 

minutes of a training filai, after seeing a 

a whole twenty minute programme. It is 

for this reason, that a more simplified 

type of training film is recommended. 

The subject is broken down into logical 

steps, each sequence running no longer 

than four or five minutes. In this way, 

the viewer ree eives the information a little 

at a time, with the possiblity of pausing 

after each step and having a discussion 

with the subject expert. Even existing 

full-length training films could be 

presented in this manner, pausing after 

each four or five minutes so that the 

information can be digested and retained. 

.. !*-. 
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2. Single-concept Loop Filma 

The development of 8/nun motion picture 

film (initially for the home movie maker) 

introduced a new use of film for 

industrial training. Recognising that 

a full-length film could not be retained 

a number of training film production 

houses produced simple motion pictures 

to train an individual or group in one 

concept of a subject. Initially, this 

had been done by making a continuous 

loop of a few feet of film and screening 

it on a 16/mm projector. For example, 

a close-up scene of a demonstration of 

the correct way to file a piece of metal 

with a hand file. This one simple action 

could be shown continuously so that the 

viewer could see it repetitively and 

thus absorb the training. A specially 

designed self-contained 8/mm projector was 

produced by the Technicolor Company, 

incorporating built-in rear-projection. 

The 8/mm film loop was housed in a special 

endless loop cassette thus obviating the 

need for threading.  Many thousands of these 

8/mm loop machines were sold into commerce 

and industry throughout the industrialised 
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countries. Extensive libraries covering 

a multitude of subjects on 8/mm single- 

concept loop were set up both in Europe 

and the U.S.A.  Sadly, many thousand«? of 

these 8/mm projectors now lie covered in 

dust, unused.   This happened for several 

reasons. There were mechanical problems 

with the early 8/mm loop projectors. 

Some industrial training people bought 

these machines at the time, not so much 

because they felt that they could put them 

to good use for training, more perhaps 

because they were attracted to the novelty 

of the system.  The lesson to be learnt 

is that any film display system must be 

chosen carefully and it must be remembered 

that no gadget or new device can replace 

a properly prepared training course which 

integrates the use of film with other 

elements, the most important being the 

training officer or lecturer. The 8/mm 

single-concept loop films and projectors 

were silent - they depended on the presence 

of the subject expert as well as teaching 

notes. Nevertheless, many of these machines 

still in use and single-concept loops are 

available in the libraries of the production 

houses.  (See Part Three) 
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Having discussed the development of  the motion 

picture as  a means for  training,  with special regard 

to     the possible    shortcomings,  there is  no doubt 

that where the presentation of movement is needed, 

film is indispensable.     The motion picture can 

also compress time,  i.e. a process which  in real time 

might take  say  thirty minutes,  can,   by the  skills 

of the director  and film editor, be presented in 

a much shorter time of a few minutes only.     For 

the   16/mm  sound  projector,  there is  a mass  of  subject 

matter available  from film libraries and catalogues 

of the subjects can be obtained from these  libraries 

on request,     (see Part Three) 

Motion Picture Projectors. 

The   16/mm projector is  the most widely used motion 

picture machine  in training and education.     Modern 

machines are equipped with very powerful quartz- 

halogen projection lamps capable of projecting 

very bright pictures.     Most modern machines are 

self-threading,   it being necessary only to  insert 

the  leader of the film into the threading slot and 

from then on,  the machine threads   the film through 

the picture and  sound gates automatically.     Various 

models can be    obtained.    The  standard type of 

projector  is equipped to reproduce sound films 

carrying an optical sound track.    There are also 

machines which will reproduce both optical and magnetic 
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sound.     Although most 16/mm films from film libraries 

are printed with optical  sound,   in some  cases 

magnetic sound reproduction is useful although not 

essential.    Magnetic sound reproduces at higher 

fidelity than optical sound.    The most comprehensive 

type of   16/mm projector  is  equipped with optical 

and magnetic sound reproduction and also has 

facilities for recording magnetic sound. This 

type of machine is recommended since it  is possible 

to record new commentaries onto existing films, 

in a different language.     Fig.  6 illustrates the 

layout  and film path of a  16/mm projector. 

Modern machines will  accept spools of 16/mm film from 

400 feet to 1600 feet  in length with a maximum 

running time   (at 24  frames per second)   of 45 minutes. 

The same conditions  for projection, as outlined 

in Chapter Three  (for slides)  apply in general. 

When using a 16/mm projector, ensure that it is 

placed well to the back of the room and so arranged 

that the beam from the lens projecting the image, 

cannot be obstructed by the heads of the viewers. 

Ensure that there is  an extension speaker which 

matches the output of the projector amplifier, 

sited close to the screen.     Although modern machines 

have built-in loudspeakers  for the sound,   this is only 

intended for pre-viewing a  film in a small room. 

i. 
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For the projection of sound films in a lecture room, 

it is essential to have the sound source from the 

screen end of the room.    The projector's built-in 

loudspeaker alone would mean that sound would be 

heard from behind the audience and at  low quality. 

Ensure that  the  sound level from the  screen speaker 

is at a sufficiently high level  to be clearly 

heard by those at the back of the room.    Keep in 

mind that people at the back of the room will hear 

the noise of the projector much more than those in front 

of them.     Try the film out before a show,   listening 

to the sound from different parts of the room. 

With modern  16/mm projectors,  it is not difficult to 

train an assistant to operate the machine.     Instruction 

manuals are provided with the machines,  they are 

very clear  and usually in several different languages. 

The decision as    which kind of projector to buy 

will depend on  funds available and the needs of the 

training manager.    There are several manufacturers 

of 16/mm sound projectors throughout the world. 

It is best  to check with the nearest photographic 

retailer to find which makes are available.    Specify 

the local electric current supply details when 

ordering.     Whichever model is chosen,  ensure that 

adequate supplies of spares are available locally, 

as well as  servieing   and repair facilities. 
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Only simple maintenance  is needed for modern 16/mm 

projectors which any non-skilled person can carry 

out.     Precise detail    of this  is given in each 

instruction manual with  the machine.     Generally, 

it is a question of keeping the  film path clean, as well as 

the sound heads and the projector lens. 

8/mm Film Projectors 

The standard 8/mm projector was developed originally 

for the amateur movie maker.     In 1965,  the Eastman 

Kodak Company introduced a new format for 8/mm film, 

the Super 8/mm film.    This employs the same width 

as the old standard 8/mm, but by re-arranging the 

position and size of the  sprocket holes,  a 50% larger 

picture area per frame was possible.    This increased 

the quality and definition of the projected picture 

enormously.     Since then,   apart  from the amateur 

moving over to this new format,  there have been 

rapid developments  in the design and production of 

projection equipment for screening Super 8/mm film. 

A number of existing hardware manufacturers produced a 

Super 8 version of the endless  loop,  cassette loading 

rear-projection machines.    New machines came along, 

capable of presenting up to twenty minutes of 

programme from an endless loop cassette, with sound 

and completely automatic.    However, with a number of 

different manufacturero,  all making different cassettes 

to contain the film, there is a compatibility problem. 
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Since each manufacturer's machine had a specially 

designed cassette, only cassettes of that make 

could be used on the machine. This was perfectly 

acceptable in organisations using only their own 

programmes.  Beyord this use, interchange of 

software is impossible without having the Super 

8/mm film unloaded from one cassette and re-loaded 

into the cassette of a different make of machine. 

This operation is time-consuming and costly. 

A few years ago, two major manufacturers introduced 

a new type of cassette, not of the endless loop 

type, but simply a plastic container for a reel 

of Super 8/mm film. This cassette was designed to 

fit onto a new type of projector which automatically 

threaded the film from the cassette to the take-up 

reel. Some machines automatically rewound the film 

at the end of the reel. With few exceptions, these 

new cassette projectors were designed for front- 

projection only.  The two standards of cassette 

of the reel-to-reel type have been established 

by the Eastman Kodak Company for one type, and 

Bell & Howell for the other.  One type is, of course, 

not interchangeable with the other. This is a pity, 

because it would have been far more sensible for 

these two large corporations to have agreed upon 

a standard cassette and projector auto-thread to 

create international compatibility. 

•i. 
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Therefore, whilst there are a number of interesting 

Super 8/mm endless loop type machines with built-in 

rear-projection screens on the market, before 

deciding to acquire one, careful consideration should 

be given to:- 

(a) The problem of cassette non-compatibilty 

between the various different makes. 

(b) The special equipment and skills required to 

load a film into any endless  loop cassette. 

This is not practical  for the normal visual 

aids unit personnel and indeed,  in the 

industrialised countries, this process is 

always carried ou t either by a specialized 

film laboratory or by the main distributors 

for the particular make of machine. 

Nevertheless, the Super 8/mm projector is an inexpensive 

and highly portable machine for the presentation of 

sound or silent films.    There is a choice between 

modern reel-to-reel Super 8/mm sound machines, which, 

whilst not being of the cassette loading type, will 

thread the film automatically through the picture 

film path onto to take-up spool.    There are a 

number of manufacturers of this type of machine and 

many of them produce projectors of this type capable 

not only of reproducing the magnetic sound track carried 

on the edge of the film, but also capable of recording 

sound onto this track known as  'magnetic stripe1» 
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Similarly,   t-he new machines  accepting     the Kodak 

and Bell & Howell reel-to-reel cassettes respectively, 

can be  supplied with magnetic sound record/replay 

facilities.     This type of Super 8/mr.i projector is 

recommended because the film is always protected 

from dust by the cassette and there  is much less 

risk of mechanical damage, since the whole threading 

operation  is automatic.    These machines are        simple 

to operate - even for a child.    All modern Super 8/mm 

projectors can be supplied with zoom projection 

lenses as  standard.    Although a number of film libraries 

have made  somerof their titles available in Super 

8/mm form,  there has not been,  unfortunately, a 

significant quantity of titles of up-to-date sound 

programmes  in this form,  the preference remaining 

for 16/mm prints.    This is a curious  state of affairs, 

since Super 8/mm colour prints cost  less than half 

that of an equivalent length of 16/mm;   and modern 

Super 8/mm projectors are capable of  projecting a 

large, brightly illuminated image,  only slightly 

less well defined than a 16/mm image.     Education, 

industry and commerce in the industrialised world 

are much more interested in the new electronic 

videocassette systems - yet these systems cost 

at least six or seven times the amount of a good 

Super 8/mm cassette projector.   (See Chapter Five) 

i. 
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An Effective Use for Super 8/mm 

Regardless of the availablity of training films 

in the Super  8/mm format,   the acquisition of 

a Super 8/mm sound projector with recording 

facilities together with a Super 8/mm film camera 

can form a very useful tool  for  industrial training 

when local  subjects involving movement need  to 

be presented. With this equipment,   it is 

possible to film simple subjects  in motion or 

single-concept material.    There are many makes 

of Super 8/mm cameras to choose  from.    There are 

simple,   inexpensive cameras requiring    no particular 

skill on the part of the user as well as sophisticated 

cameras with  zoom lenses and macro-photography   (the 

photography of small objects  in  large close-up) 

facilities.    No matter which camera is chosen, 

they all accept a standard Super 8/mm film cartridge 

containing 50 feet of unexposed film.    The cameras 

need no threading - simply drop the cartridge  into 

the film chamber in the camera and the equipment is 

ready for use.    Modern Supe- 8/mm film cameras are 

also equipped with automatic exposure systems  and 

a notch in the cartridge of film automatically sets 

the system to the correct exposure setting.     Different 

emulsion speeds are taken care of by the notches 

in the cartridge.    Throughout the world, there are 
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processing stations for the most widely used Super 

8/mm reversal colour film - Kodachrome II. The 

cost of processing is included in the price of the 

cartridge of film and processing usually takes only 

a few days plus the delivery times by post. The 

standard frame projection speed for Super 8/mm is 

18 frames per second compared with 24 frames per 

second for 16/mm. However, most Super 8/mm cameras 

and projectors will run at 24 frames per second if 

required. 

Once the decision has been made as to which equipment 

is to be purchased- and this will depend upon 

funds available and the work to be done - the 

Super 8/mm system can be used for training, it is 

important at this stage to recognise that film 

production is a skill requiring professional 

expertise and therefore, no attempt should be made 

to 'make a movie' in the training context. Rather, 

the camera c*n be used for filming simple operations 

which will be useful for presentation as a part 

of a teaching programme, where the subject calls 

for movement. For example, it is not very 

difficult to film a scene showing an operator 

using a lathe. Use should be made of close-up 

detail and it is best to confine the action to 

one planned operation. Several suenes of this 

could be photographed from different angle», or 

i- 
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perhaps,  the same action could be repeated over and 

over whilst the camera is running the full 50 feet 

of film, which at 18 frames per second will last 

for 3 minutes and twenty seconds.    When the 

processed film has been returned by the processing 

station it will be on a 50 foot spool,  ready for 

use.    This spool will fit directly onto the 

ordinary reel-to-reel projector or  in the case 

of the Kodak or Bell ft Howell cassetta machine, 

it is simply fitted into the 50 foot cassette 

and is then ready for projection automatically. 

The subject matter can then be integrated into 

the particular training lesson and the film 

sequence shown as a silent film,  with the lecturer 

delivering the commentary on the spot,  or,  providing 

that magnetic striping facilities are available, 

the film can be 'striped*   and a commentary can 

be pre-recorded, using the recording facilities 

on the projector.    In many situations,  silent  film 

presentation will suffice.    Pre-recorded films 

can be very useful for group training where the 

trainees may review the programmes as often as 

they need in order to acquire inforn»ation about 

new skills. 

The usual precautions regarding local mains currsnt 

should be taken before ordering this kind of 

projection equipment.    The nearest local photographic 

dealer should be consulted as to the best available 
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camera« and projectors.       Ensure that there are 

adequate local servicing facilites.    Make sure that 

at least two spare projection lamps are ordered 

with the projector.    Power for Super  8/imn cuneras 

is derived from small batteries which fit into the 

camera which is thus self-contained.     It is as 

well to order a few spare sets of the correct 

type of batteries for the camera. 

Su—Miry 

Por screening motion pictures fro« the film 

libraries offering professionally made industrial 

training film programmes,   a 16/mm sound projector 

is indispensable. 

A Super 8/mra projector and camera can be a useful 

tool  for the industrial trainer who uses it  in 

the simple manner recommended.    The decision as 

to whether to buy a silent or sound machine vili 

depend not only on local needs but also on local 

resources for applying the magnetic stripe. 

The reel-to-reel cassette type of projector  is 

to be preferred because of its simplicity in 

operation and safe film storage.    The largest 

volume manufacturer of Super 8/mm projectoe» is 

Eumig  (Vienna)  with world-wide distribution and 

service.      There are new developments talcing place 

in Super 8/mm machines by the Eastman Kodak Co but 

thee« are so far available only in the U.S.A. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

ELECTRONIC MEDIA 

The Videotape Recorder 

AUDIO VISUAL TECHNIQUES 

FOR INDUSTRY 

PART TWO 

TECHNIQUES AND TOOLS 

This is a recording machine, very much like a 

reel-to-reel sound tape recorder.    However,  there 

is  an additional  recording and playback heaci 

together with the necessary electronic circuits 

to allow    an electronic recording of a TV picture 

to be made.    The accompanying sound is recorded 

on the edge of the  tape, whilst the picture  is 

recorded on the  full width of the videotape. 

The Videotape Recorder,  known as a   *VTR'   can 

be used in two ways:- 

(1) A TV camera can be plugged into a socket 

in the VTR and pictures of anything 

appearing  in front of that camera are 

recorded.     The  sound is recorded via 

a microphone which is also plugged into 

the VTR.     This means that synchronous 

sound with picture, either of people 

speaking or commentary are recorded 

simultaneously and immediately after 

the recording is made,  the tape is rewound 

and the recording played back via a TV 

set. 

(2) Broadcast  television programmes may be 

recorded on a VTR when it is connected to 

a special TV receiver/monitor which has 

output sockets for sound and vision which 

i- 
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through connecting cables are fed into the 

sound and vision inputs of the VTR. For 

replay, similar connecting cables and sockets 

carry the VTR picture and sound outputs 

to the VTF. 

VTR machines are available for recording in black 

and white only,  or, at a considerably higher price, 

can be supplied capable of recording colour TV pictures. 

With few exceptions, most of the industrial training 

applications call for black and white recordings only. 

When colour is essential, a considerably higher cost 

for equipment must be provided for.  Not only will the 

VTR colour machine be more expensive, so also the 

TV camera for colour. Before discussing the practical 

applications of VTR equipment in industrial training 

it is as well to have an understanding of the problems 

of compatibility between machines of different make \ 

as well as between the broadcast TV systems throughout       f 

the world. 

Compatibility between different VTR machines 

There are a number of different manufacturers of VTR 

machines, employing differing tape widths and 

standards both in black and white and colour.  Some 

machines use for example, half-inch width videotape, 

others three-quarter-inch and the more expensive 

machines use one-inch width. Generally, the wider 

the videotape, the higher quality and higher definition 

is the resultant recorded picture. 
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VTR machines  used fcr broadcast purposes in TV 

stations employ a videotape width of  two inches. 

For industrial training  purposes,  the type of machine 

using half-inch videotape   is perfectly adequate with 

a black and white recording.      Providing the VTR 

machine is used solely for  recording  and playback in 

one training  location,  no  problems of  compatibility 

will arise.       However,   there will be problems in the 

interchange of tapes from one system to another.       This 

means that a Videotape recorded say  in the U.S.A.  on 

a half-inch VTR cannot be  played back on a machine of 

the same make  in Europe.       The reason  for this is that 

there are different TV standards between different 

countries, much in the same manner that electric 

mains current varies from country to country. 

Without going into technical detail,   there are two 

colour TV standards in Western Europe - the PAL 625 

line system and the SECAM  819 system   (France).      These 

transmissions also apply  to black and white reception. 

Neither are compatible one with another.      VTR machines 

sold in each area are designed to match up to the 

particular TV system.       In the United States of America, 

a different TV system from any European standard is 

employed - the NTSC 525  line system.     When VTR machines 

are to be used for recording broadcast programmes 

(subject to local copyright laws)  the VTR machine will 

have to match the local TV standard.   It will be seen from 

this,that there is a serious problem of international 

compatability in the interchange of information   via 

i. 
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VTR tape recordings.  Even when VTR machines are used 

for recording on-the-spot programme material with the 

use of a simple black and white TV camera, videotapes 

made can be replayed only on exactly the same make 

and model of VTR machine.  Even then, there is 

sometimes a problem in reproducing tapes recorded on 

one VTR machine to be replayed on another identical 

VTR at another location.  Sometimes it is necesaary 

for a trained engineer to align the reproducing 

machine in order to replay a tape made on a distant 

machine of the same type.  Therefore, as a programme 

carrier for information in industrial training, for 

international exchange, VTR is not recommended. 

Motion picture film is an internationally compatible 

carrier and apart from its use in a projector, film 

can also be transferred to videotape for any local 

TV system, providing there is a TV station within 

reach with the necessary transfer equipment. 

Practical Applications of VTR Systems 

Providing it is used in a simple way for certain 

industrial training applications, a black and white 

half-inch VTR machine, together with a simple Videcon 

type portable TV camera equipped with a zoom lens, 

can be a usefull tool. The size of TV monitor is 

a question of personal preference but an 18 inch 

screen size TV monitor is recommended as minimum. 

This is the basic equipment necessary for black and 

white VTR. 
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The advantage of this system is that recording« of 

audio-visual material may be made then replayed 

immediately.     This may be of particular value  in 

areas where there is no access to motion picture film 

processing facilities, yet where  there  is a definite 

need to record moving pictures for training. 

The TV cameras   supplied for  use with these relatively 

low-cost VTR systems are very sensitive  so that 

pictures  can be  recorded without  the need for  any 

additional  lighting  in interior  locations  such as 

workshops,  factories and the  like. 

Suggested applications are:- 

(1) Recording pictures of specific workshop 

and machine operating techniques for 

training.      (most VTR machines  in this 

area are equipped so that commentary 

may be recorded after the picture and 

during a replay of the picture) 

(2) Recording details of    subjects which would 

otherwise be impossible  to present to a 

group of trainees e.g.  recognition of 

faults during a particular   manufacturing 

process. 

(3) Presenting a talk or lecture when the 

lecturer is absent,   i.e.  the talk is 

pre-recorded by the subject expert    in 

sound  and vision for replay at a later 

time. 

V. 
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(4) For training personnel   in delivering 

talks and  lectures   (see Chapter   2) 

THE VTR can be used so  that the   trainee 

speaker  can  record himself and afterwards 

replay the VTR recording and by  this means 

analyse  his performance with a view to 

improving his presentation. 

(5) For recording group discussions  e.g.  after 

a training course.    Whilst it is  true 

that this could also be  done by  simply 

lising a  sound only tape  recorder,   in some 

instances,   having the  discussion   in vision 

too, could be valuable,   particularly where 

other visual  aids are  being referred to, 

such as Chalkboards,   Flipboards  and the  like. 

This kind of  record can  prove useful to the 

training officer in analysing a particular 

training course and its effectiveness. 

Obviously, many other applications will  occur for those 

making use of VTR equipment. 

Portable VTR Equipment. 

Some manufacturers  supplying half-inch black and white 

mains-operated VTR also supply matching    portable 

VTR sets.    These consist of a  small battery-operated 

VTR wnich can be  slung over the shoulder, together 

with a light-weight TV camera equipped with a 

zoom lens.    This equipment can be very useful 

when recordings  in the field are needed,  which can 
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be replayed  later at the Training Centre on the 

larger mains-operated equipment. 

Practical Hints 

VTR equipment  should be handled very carefully since 

it  is complex and has  delicate  electronic components. 

Ensure that  any equipment to be used in  tropical 

conditions  will operate  satisfactorily under such 

conditions  - many VTR machines will not operate 

satisfactorily in high  temperatures and humidity. 

Make no attempt to produce material comparable with 

professionally produced broadcast TV -  rather make 

simple use of  the camera,  remembering  that editing is 

not possible.       Make good use of  close-ups which are 

much more meaningful on the small TV screen.       While 

most VTR TV cameras can be hand-held,  wherever 

possible    make use of a tripod  so as to record steady 

pictures - a wandering view can be distracting.      Maintain 

and clean the equipment according to the manufacturer's 

recommendations.      Usually this means cleaning the tape 

path and guide rollers.      Take great care to avoid 

damage to the video heads - these are extremely delicate. 

The instruction book with the equipment will give full 

details of this.      Specify the  local mains current and 

local broadcast TV standards when ordering VTR equipment. 

Check that servicing facilities are available from the 

supplier.       Make sure that supplier carries spares. 

See that all connecting cables are supplied,  finally, 

JL. ^_J 
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give careful thought, before deciding to install 

a VTR, to its real potential value in the 

training set-up.  Remember, although this kind 

of audio-visual equipment is novel and has the 

attraction of making local TV pictures, it is 

very much more expensive than any other aid so 

far detailed in this Manual and equally, there is 

very much more to go wrong. This is of particular 

importance in remote areas where servicing in 

the event of faults or break-down would be 

impossible. 

Closed Circuit Television 

This is known as CCTV (an abbreviation)  The 

equipment consists of a TV camera which, in its 

simplest form, is fed by cable into a TV monitor. 

The applications of CCTV in the industrialised 

countries is for example, in hospitals which 

have medical schools, or as a 'remote eye' 

watchdog in department stores or monitoring 

industrial processes. All of these applications 

make use of the TV camera to feed pictures of 

whatever the required information might be, to 

TV monitors - sometimes several in different 

parts of a building, so that others can see 

what is happening in front of the camera. The 

value is obvious in medical training, where 

medical students may see details of surgical techniques 

without having to be in the operating theatre. 
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CCTV as a policing  system is  also an   obvious 

application.       However,   in  industrial   training, 

it. may only be of value  in a  very large training 

centre when  it is  valuable to transmit TV pictures 

to a number of lecture rooms   at the   same  time. 

This  technique requires more  than just  a TV camera 

and monitor.      When  a number  of monitors   are  to 

be  fed from a single camera   source,   then  additional 

electronic equipment will be   needed   such  as vision 

and sound booster amplifiers.      Should there be 

a need for this complexity of installation,  it is 

essential that a CCTV engineering expert be consulted 

and that proper planning, costing and  training of 

operational personnel be investigateci. 

SUMMARY 

Whether VTR or CCTV  is being used as   an instructional 

tool,  there are a number of differences in technique 

as far as an instructor appearing in   front of the 

camera is concerned.      Talking to a TV camera is 

impersonal and quite different from addressing a 

group of people.       Voice delivery is   quite different, 

in that there is no need to project tlie voice,  since 

sound is being recorded via a microphone close to the 

speaker - often a small microphone worn in a sling 

around the neck.       White clothing appears  too white 

on a TV system and therefore,  white stiirts should 

Ì. .' * 
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not be worn - coloured shirts and clothing are to 

be preferred. Since there is a television monitor 

usually within the view of the speaker recording 

his lecture, there is always the temptation to glance 

at his own image in the monitors during a recording. 

This must be avoided.  Always address the camera 

lens. References to detailed books on TV techniques 

will be found in Appendix A. 

For the small Audio-visual training unit, CCTV will 

probably be of little value. A VTR outfit may be 

of value when it is difficult to make normal 

motion picture sequences, say on Super 8/mm film. 

However, all this type of equipment is much more 

expensive than other audio visual equipment and 

there is very much more service needed as well as 

the greater possibility of the equipment being 

out of action. Compatibility problems must also 

be considered before making a final decision to 

make use of VTR or CCI'V.  It is an advantage if 

there is someone available with electronic experience 

when these electronic systems are to be used. 

When ordering VTR equipment, the supplier should 

be consulted as to which spares to order at 

the time as well as ordering adequate supplies of 

videotapes. VTR and CCTV equipment depends upon 

an A/C mains supply (except for the portable equipment 

which is battery operated) 
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VIDEOCASSETTE EQUIPMENT 

Over the past five years or so, there has been a 

proliferation of news reports and manufacturers' 

promotional publicity on what has been termed, 

"The Communication Revolution". All these 

reports and promotions referred to the Videocassette. 

Most of the new systems being promoted were really 

only in the development stage and all of them 

failed to meet the dates for general availability. 

There has been something amounting almost to hysteria 

in certain sectors of the training and education 

fields in hailing the Videocassette as the answer 

to all training and communications problems. 

This is very far from the truth. 

The Videocasstte is, in fact, a refinement of the 

VTR. Instead of the videotape being carried on 

spools, it is contained in a specially designed plastic 

cassette, usually with the feed reel above the 

take-up reel, all fitted and locked into the 

plastic cassette. The Videocassette machine works 

on the same principles as the VTR except that it 

is only necessary to slot the Videocassette into 

the machine (known as the VCR), tape threading 

being automatic. This is wich the same kind of 

development as was nade with Super 8/BBB film 

•o far as the fil* container and automatic threading 

is concerned. All VCR machines now available are 

i. 
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for colour recording and reproduction.  They will, 

of course record and reproduce black and white 

programmes.   VCR machines may be used in exactly 

the same way as VTR machines. Some models of 

VCR machines have built-in off-air UHF tuner unit« 

with up to six different channels which may be 

pre-set for local stations. This facility is 

of value mainly for educational purposes, where 

schools can record broadcast educational programme«, 

for replay at times to suit their own curricula«. 

It is also intended for a domestic market so that 

users may record TV programmes of their choice. 

These two applications are irrelevant in industrial 

training. 

VCR machines are subject to all the compatibility 

problems of the VTR.  From the different hardware 

manufacturers throughout the world, there has emerged 

two main standards for VCR.  One for Europe 

employing half-inch videotape in cassettes, the 

other from the U.S.A. and Japan, using three-quarter 

inch tape in a different type of cassette. One 

is not interchangeable with the other.  The 

former is known as the EIAJ \",  the latter as 

the U-Matic i". Both type« are now being 

marketed in all part« of the industrialised world. 
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Ju»t as there i« no international standard for 

broadcast television or VTR there is the added 

problem of there being two standards of VCR 

cassettes and systems. The U-Matie type is of 

higher quality than the EIAJ and the equipment 

is more robust and trouble-free. But i« is very 

much mor* expensive. For example, one could 

buy a 16/mm sound projector, an automatic slide 

projector with sound tape synchronism together 

with an overhead projector for a total cost 

amounting to about half the cost of a VCR machine, 

with a colour TV monitor. Add a colour TV camera, 

then the total cost is prohibitive. 

For industrial training applications, the only 

advantage VCR has over VTR is that tape threading 

is automatic. Normally, black and white pictures 

with VTR are adequate and keep within a reasonable 

budget. With VCR, the machine i« designed for 

colour and the cost of this is higher. 

Whilst it is true that VCR machines are becoming 

v«ry popular in the industrialised countries for 

us« in schools, commerce, industry and even the 

host», at the present state of development and 

cost they would seem to be an unnecessary luxury 

for the small industrial traininq unit.  Whilst 

aillions of dollars have been ploughed into the 

i. 
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development and production of VCR hardware, very 

little capital has been applied to the production 

of software programmes specially made for this 

new medium.  The present tendency is to have 

existing colour movies tranferred to VCR cassettes, 

the cost of which is quite high. There seems little 

point in showing a good training film in colour 

on a small TV monitor, when it can be screened by 

16 or Super8/mm projector onto a large screen. 

To transfer a motion picture film onto VCR cassette 

requires specialised equipment to be found only 

in large colour TV broadcast stations or in 

special transfer centres in industrialised cities. 

When more attention and cash is given to the 

software production for VCR on an international 

basis, when perhaps new programmes for industrial 

training will be produced for VCR and made available 

in all VCR standards, the system may become more 

interesting for the industrial trainer. Even 

existing tape/slide programmes with sound could 

be transferred to VCR tapes. At the present time, 

the promotion and supply and sales of VCR hardware 

far outstrips the software supply and it may he 

some years before the necessary libraries of 

VCR software are available so as to make such a 

system meaningful in industrial training. The 

same problems apply to the newest form of electronic 

audio-visual reproducer - the Videodisc. 
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THE VIDEODISC 

This system,  as its name implies,   is for the 

reproduction of electronic TV pictures in colour 

from a disc, much  like a record-player.    The 

programmes are printed or pressed onto flat discs 

like  long-playing  records, vision and sound 

being carried on the disc.      The player is connected 

to a colour TV monitor and thus    the information 

is reproduced as  a colour TV picture with sound. 

The proposed advantages of this system are that 

the hardware   (player units) will be less costly 

than a VCR and that the software will also be 

much lower in cost and can be reproduced economically 

in quantities just  like sound record discs are 

pressed in large quantities. 

So far,  there have been two systems of Videodisc 

player - one which is electro-mechanical,  rather 

like a record-player.    A pick-up specially 

designed for video reproduction,  reads special 

grooves on the disc and thus relays the electronic 

information to the TV monitor, which converts them 

into colour pictures with sound.       The second 

system employs laser-beam technology in order 

to 'read'  the disc.    Both systems have been heavily 

promoted by their manufacturers but neither 1» yet 

i. 
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commercially available.     It will probably be  a year 

or so at least, before  the Videodisc  is perfected 

and on the market.     Even  then,   it will  probably 

only be of value in  the  industrialised  areas  for 

education and domestic use. 

Recording by  the user is  not possible  on Videodisc. 

The system is  for  reproduction only.     Here once more, 

the problems  of suitable  software supply have not 

been properly tackled.    A great deal  of  further 

thought, research,   development and cash will  have to 

be put  into  software  for  the Videodisc.     Yet there 

are obvious applications,   such as single-concept 

presentations  and  step-by-step training programmes. 

For the industrial   trainer,  it  is hard  to see at this 

stage     just how and where  this  system will  fit in. 

No doubt, when the   hardware and  software have been 

fully developed and   is commercially available,  it will 

be of value  to those with colour television,   as a 

relatively inexpensive means for presenting training 

information vi« the  Videodisc.    This can only happen 

when  suitable  industrial  training programmes on disc 

are available on an   international basis. 

Meanwhile, the small  industrial training unit would be 

well advised to keep to the more conventional and 

proven audio-visual  aids which have been detailed in 

the preceding chapters of Part Two of  this Manual. 
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AUDIO VISUAL TECHNIQUES 

FOR INDUSTRY 

PART THREE 

APPENDICES 

A, SELECTED BOOKS AND PERIODICALS? 

B, DISTRIBUTORS OF BOOKS AND PERIODICALS. 

C, INSTITUTIONS AND ORGANISATIONS. 
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BOOKS AND PERIODICALS 

Der Osterreichische Schulfunk, monthly,Vienna IV, Argentinierstrasse. 
(Funkhaus). 

Dia-Revue : enseignement et vulgarisation des sciences par la 
diapositive et la photo, bimonthly. 17 Belle-Voie, Wavre, Belgium. 

Enseignement des sciences. Librairie Hermann, 
115, boulevard Saint-Germain, Paris-6e. 

Ingenieurs et technicien«, monthly, 30, rue Tronchet, Paris 9e. 

Radio et TV. monthly, Editions Chiron, 40, rue de Seine, Pari« 6e. 

Die Umschau in Wissenschaft und Technik, fortnightly, 
Frankfurt am Main, Stuttgarter Str. 20/22. 

Hobby Club, quarterly, Van Miereveldstraat 1, Amsterdam Z. 

Matualidades y cotos escolares de prevision, monthly, 
Manuel Silvela 4, Madrid. 

Lehrerzeitung, weekly, Zürich 4, Stauffacherquai 36. 

Information bulletin of higher and specialized education, 
monthly, Mezhdunarodnaja Kniga, Moscow, G-200. 

Teacher's gazette. 156 issues per year, Mezhdunarodnaja Kniga, 
Moscow, G-200. 

Journal of scientific and applied photography and cinematography, 
bimonthly, Mezhdunarodnaja Kniga, Moscow, G-200. 

Instruments and techniques of experiments, bimonthly, Mezhdunarodnaja 
Kniga, Moscow, G-200. 

Young technician, monthly, Mezhdunarodnaja Kniga, Moscow, G-200. 

London acience teacher, quarterly, H.E. Knock, Esq., 
17, Salcombe Gardens, North Side, London, S.W. 4. 

Technology, weekly, The Times, New Printing House Square, London. 
E.C. 4. 
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American  journal  of physics,  monthly,  Anmercian Association of 

New    York6??^^/merican Insituttí of ^»1«.   335,  East 45th Street 

Industrial research newsletter, monthly, Armour Research 
Foundation of Illinois,   Institute of Technology,   Technology 
Center,  Chicago  16,   111. 6/ 

Science education,   5  issues per year,  National Association for 
Research in Science Teaching,   Council of Elementary Science 
International,   CM.  Pruitt,  Univ*rsUv Ci Tampa,   Tampa,   Fla. 

Sponsor's guide book.   Future Scinetists of America,  NSTA, 
1201,  Sixteenth  Street,   N.W. Washington 6,   D.C. 

Education abstracts,  monthly,   United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural  Organization,  place de Fontenoy 
75 Paris 7e. 

BBC handbook.   1963.  London,  British Broadcasting Corporation. 

Communications media in tropical Africa..  Argo G.   Huth, 
The  International  Co-operation Adminstration, Washington D.C. 

II.S.S.R.  today and tomorrow.   Foreign Languages Publishing 
House,  Moscow. 

Adult education groups and audio-visual techniques.   1958,  Bnited 
Nation« Educational,   Scientific and Cultural Organisation, 
place de Fontenoy,   75 Paris 7e. 

The kinescope and adult  education.   1958, United Nations 
Educational,   Scientific and Cultural Organisation, 
place de Fontenoy,   75 Paris ?e. 

Mass media and national  development.   Unesco-Stanford 
University Press,   1964. 

Der mathematische Unterricht fur die 16-21   jährige Jungend 
in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland.  Vanëenhoeck and Ruprecht. 

Geometria intuitiva.  La Nuova Italia,   Florence. 

Mathematics  in the Primary School. Macmillan,  London. 

Multicolor Problema.  Heath; Harrap,  London. 
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Modem Mathematics with Numbers in Colour. Reading, Educational 
Explorers. 

L'enseignement des mathématiques. 3 vols., Neuchatel: Delachaux 
and Niestle. 

Sbornik zadac moskovsklh maternâticeskih olimpiad, Moscow, 
Prosvescenija. 

A new Approach. 5 vols, with teachers' guides, Chatto & Windus. 

New Thinking in School Mathematics. Organisation for Economic 
Co-operation and Development. 

Synopses for Modern Secondary School Mathematics. Organisation 
for Economic Co-operation and Development. 

Premiers elements de mathématique moderne.  Notes de cours 
rédigées a 1 intention des eleves des écoles normales gardiennes. 
Brussels: Presses Universitaires. 

How to Solve It: A Mew Aspect of Mathematical Method. Doubleday. 

Facts to Discover and Learn. Blackwell. 

How to Read Statistics. Harrap. 

Teaching with Tape. Graham Jones, Focal Press, London. 

Film in Higher Education and ResearchT P.D. Groves, Pergamon, 
London, 33 Queen Anne Street, W. 1. 

A Guide to the 8mm. Loop Film. G.H. Powell, BACIE. 

Educational Research in Britain. H.J. Butcher, ULP. 

Map of Educational Research. R.H. Thouless, NFER. 

Besser Verstehen - durch Hören and Sehen, WBGW Kien 1 
Hoher Markt 3. ' 

International Review. Pergamon Press Ltd., London, 33, Queen Anne 
Street, W. 1. 

Ton und Band. Organchemie, n3° Vienna. 
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An Introduction to Visual Aids. The Visual Aids Centre, 
78, High Holbom, London, W.C. 1. 

Management Communication through Audio Visual Aids. Leonhard 
Hill, London. "~      "— 

Leichter Lernen durch Bild und Ton. Norddeutsche Verlagsanstalt 
Frankfürt/Ma in. 

Making Posters:  a How to do it Book. Studio Vista, London. 

Visual Education Year Book. National Committee for Audio 
Visual Aids, London. 

Classroom Display Material. NCAVAE, London, 33 Queen Anne Street, 

The Overhead Projector. NCAVAE, London, 33 Queen Anne Street, 

Audiovisual Aids and Techniques in Managerial and Supervisory 

Training.  Hamish Hamilton, London. 

A. 
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Selected List of Documents and Publications on Industrial 
Information 

A Working Approach toward a World System Effecting the Flow 
of Technical  Information for Development,  United Nations,   1966. 

Arrangements  for the Dissemination of  Information on 
Industrial Technology,  Centre for Industrial Development,   1964- 

Institutions  for Industrial Development.       Dissemination of 
Information on Industrial Research,   Centre  for Industrial 
Development?  1966- 

Industrial Research and Development News,  United Nations 
Industrial Development Organisation, P.". Box "(', ino Vienna. 

UNIDO Newsletter,  United Nations  Industrial Development 
Organisation,   P.O. Box 707, loio Vienna. 

Technical  Information Services  for Industry,  United Nations 
Industrial Development Organisation,   1967. 

Exchange of Scientific Abstracts of Documents relating to 
Applied Economics,  Economic Commission for Europe,   1966 & 1967. 

Inventory of Abstracting Services in the Field of Applied 
Economics  in the Countries of the Economic Commission of 
Europe,   Economic Commission for Europe,   1966 

World Guide to Science Information and Documentation Services, 
United Nations Educational,  Scientific and Cultural Organisation, 
1965. 

Joint Project on the Communication of Scientific Information. 
United Nations Educational,  Scientific and Cultural Organisation, 
1969. 

*now United Nations  Industrial Development Organization. 
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,„  .     , OTHER     SOURCES 
Annual Review of Information Science and Technology, Inter-Scienoe, New York 
1966. 

Association of Special Libraries and Information Bureaux, ASLIB Directory, 
Voi. 1, Information Sources in Science, Technology and Commerce, Loudon, 1868. 
Bakewell, K. G. B., Industrial Libraries throughout the  World, Pergamon, 
London, 1969. 

Bourne, C, Methods of Information Handling, Wiley, New York, 1963. 

GIBA Foundation, Symposium on Communication in Science: Documentation 
and Automation, London, 1967. 

Central Statistical Offioe, Standard Industrial Classification, 3rd ed., Her 
Majesty's Stationery Offioe, London, 1968. 

Colinese, P. E., "Keeping in Touch with the Needs of Information Users", in 
Proceedings of the Second Conference of the Institute of Information Scientists, 

I Oxford, 1966. 

I David, A., "L'information dans le domaine de l'énergie en France", Bulletin 
I des Bibliothèques de Frana Vol. 13 (1968), No. 9/10, pp. 397- 416. 

Engineers Joint Counoil, Information Handling Systems and Technical In- 
formation Flow, report, New York, 1962. 

Europäische Wirtschaftsgemeinschaft, Informationsquellen wichtiger Daten für 
die Unternehmungaführung, 2nd ed., Brussels, 1967. 

European Research Index: a Guide to Scientific and Industrial Research in 
Wettern Europe, Vol. 2, Francis Hodgson Ltd., Guernsey, 1966. 

Giles, C. G„ The materialization of Scientific Research Results in British 
Industry, paper prepared for the Symposium on Communication of Scientific 
and Technical Information to Industry, held in Rome in October 1969 FID 
The Hague (document C. 23 (18)) (mimeo.). 

International Federation for Documentation, Availabüüy of Scientific 
Conference Papers and Proceedings, Paris, 1962, and 1966. 

International Federation for Documentation, National Technical Information 
Services, world-wide direotory, The Hague, 1966. 

International Science and Technology "Should Science Information be Central- 
¡zed or Decentralized", June 1964, pp. 100—104. 

Julius, H. W., "Rosearon Organization TNO Serves Dutch Community", 
Industrial Research and Development News Vol. 2 (1968), No. 2, pp. 28—33^ 

Keegan, W. J., "How and Where Do Executives Aoquire Important Business 
Information!" Incentive, No. 11 (August 1968), pp. 11—13. 

Kent, A., Specialized Information Centres, Spartan Books, Washington, D C 
1965. ° 

Klintoe, K., Report to the OECD Sdentino and Teohnioal Information Policy 
Group, Paris, 1968 (mimeo.). 

Little, A. D. Ino., The 3R's Program, Meeting Industry's Information Needs. 
New York, 1967. 

Martindale, E., "Industrial Liaison Centre: A New Approach to the Problem 
of Encouraging Technical Innovation in the Smaller Firm", Bulletin of the 
Institute of Information Scientists, No. 6 (1966), pp. 3—10. 

Melik-Shakhnazarov, A. S., Nauchno-tekhnicheskaya informatsiya i propaganda 
v mashinostroenii, Gosudarstvennoe Nauchno-Tekhnioheskoe Izdatelatvo 
Mashinostroitelnoi Iiteratury, Moscow, I960. 

Melteer, H.F., The Information Center: Management's Hidden Interest, 
American Management Association, New York, 1967. 

Mikhailov, A. I., A.I.Tsherny and R. S. Gilyarevszky, Fundamentals of 
Scientific Information, 2nd ed., Nauka, Moscow, 1968 (in Russian). 

5^ 
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Ministry of Technology, U. K Technical Service for Industry, Technics 
Information and Other Serri«* Available from Government Department« md 
Associated Organiasations, Her Majesty's Stationery Office, London, 1668 

Mole, M., Transmission d 'informations scientifique et techniques; ¿tat et tendance* 
du développement, Jugoelovenski Centar xa Technicku i NaTonu Dokumen- 
taoiju, Belgrade, 1967. 

OECD, Conference on the Communication of Scientific and Technical Knowledge 
to Industry, held in Stockholm in October 1963, Paris, 1966. 

Peep», C. and J. P. Poupko, "Une expérience d'information chimique", 
Industrie Chimique Belge Vol. 33 (1968), No. 10, pp. 866—866. 

Parliamentary and Scientific Committee, Report on Collection, Ditmniv.ation, 
atarace and Retrieval of Scientific and Technological Information, Cany, 
London, 1968. 

Rippon, J. 8., The Industrial Information Specialist a« a Mediator in the 
Information Transfer Procesa, paper prepared for the Symposium on Com- 
munication of Scientific and Technical Information to Industry, held in Roma 
in October 1969, FID, The Hague (document A. 3 (13)) (mimeo.). 

Rosenbloora, S. and W. Wolek, Technology, Information, and Organisation, 
Information Transfer in Industrial RAD, National Scienoe Foundation, 
Boaton, 1967. 

Royal Institute of British Architects, TU Organisation of Information in Ik* 
Construction Industry, RIBA, London, 1968. 

Rutgers Stat« University, Bibliography of Research relating to the Communica- 
tion of Scientific and Technical Information, Rutgers Uui versity Press, New 
Brunswick, N. J., 1967. 

Schur, H. etal., Education and Training for Scientific and Technological 
Library and Information Work, Her Majesty's Stationery Office, London, 1968. 

Scienoe Council of Canada, Scientific and Technical Information in Canada, 
Part I, Ottawa, 1969. 

Science, Government and Information the Responsibility of the Technioal 
Community and the Government in the Transfer of Information, report of the 
President's Science Advisory Committee, Government Printing Office, 
Washington, DC, 1963. 

Snow, D. C, 'Technical Information from Patents", Metals and Materials 
Vol. 2 (1968), No. 12, pp. 363—366. 

Strain, P. M., "The Industrial Librarian as Cooperator", Special Libraries, 
Vol. 40 (1969), No. 4, pp. 209—214. 

Van Houten, R., "Scientific and Technical Information for Industry, paper 
prepared for the Symposium on Communication of Scientific and Technioal 
Information to Industry, held in Rome in October 1960, FID, The Hague 
(document C. 0 (12) and C. 0 (26)) (mimeo.). 

Wellisch, H., An International Centre for Standards Documentation, Soo>*y 
of Special Libraries and Information Centres, Tel Aviv, 1966. 

Wood, D. and D. R. L. Hamilton, The Information Requirement* of Mechanical 
Engimoere, Report of a Recent Survey, Library ^r^fitfini. London, 1967. 
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B. National distributors  of United Nations publications and 
other bonks 

: H. la. hdamNita rtaaheii. Tnum. 
Al on» LA: Iattrmt »Aattotiou«  national,   it,  m AJ,_ 

tbddM («-rot Ziltcht), ALOW; Société nartnnalr d'édi- 
tiea et de diffwnon (SNED), s, boulevard Ztrout Youccf, 
AJLOBB. 

ABAB RirtjBuc o» BoTFT: Librairie Knr El Nil. j», ru« 
Kaar El NU, Li CAIU; National Centre For Unetco Pub- 
lication», i, Talaai Harb Street, Tihrir «quare, Carao. 

ABOBNTINA: Editorial Louât, S.A., Ahina 11 ji, Bvmot 
Ann. 

At»T*ALlA: Pubhctlúm: Educational Supplie« Pty. Ltd., 
Boa J3. "«" Office, Btookvale lioo, N S W P, •iettati: 
Dominie Pty. Li J., Roí jj, Po« Office, Brookv.le atoo, 
N.S.W. Sut-agem: United Nation« Aesocúrion of 
Auatralia k Victorian Divinan), 5th Floor, 134-13« Flui- 
der» Stteet, MiLBOtnwi jooo. 

AuiTBJA: Vertag Georg Fromme A Co., Arbeiterginr t-7, 
1051 WiiN 

BlLorüM Jean De Lannojr, 11 a, rue du Trône. BBUHLLB J. 
CCP 70Í 2J 

BOLIVIA; Libreria Universitaria, Univmidad San Fren- 
etico Xavier, apartado 211, Suo». 

BBAíIL : Fundacao Qetülio Variée, Servicio de Publicaçoee, 
cusa pottal amo, Praia de Botafogo   i»t>,  Rio DI 
JAMBIBO, GB. 

BVLGABIA: Hcmu», Kantor« Literatura, bd.   Rouiky «, 
SOUJA. 

SITAMA: Trade Corporation no. (9), J5©-i5J, Merchant 
Suret, RAMOOOM. 

CAMBIHJOM: 1e Secretaire (entrai de la Conunmion na- 
tionale de la République fédérale du Cameroun pour 
lTnetco, IP. 1061, YAOUNDE. 

CANADA: Information Cutida, OTTAWA (Ont). Baokthopt: 
040 Ouest, rue Sainte-Citherine, MoHnttax 111 (Qui ); 
l«t J Barrington St., HAUFAI (N.S.); 39; Portate Ave., 
WtM»rn>ao (Manitoba); 171 rue Slater, OTTAWA (Ont ); 
an  Fonge St., TOIOMTO (Ont); ioo Granville  St., 
VAMcoom (B.C.). 

CHIù: Fditorial Univenitaria S.A.. casilla tono, SAM- 
TIAOO. 

COLOMBBM: Libreria Buchholi GalerU, avenida /imene» 
da   Qucteda  1-40, apiitado  aéreo  49-5«,   BOOOTá; 

DistñHbtat Ltd»., Pio Alfenao  Garda,  carrera 4-, 
»•"• 3*-« '» y J*-M<. CAITAOBMA; J. German Rodri 
Sucs N., calle 17,6-39, «panado nacional Sj, Onrwvr 
(Cundinamarcal;  Editorial Loaada  I.tda.,  calle  ííA, 
»•• 7-Î7, apartado «tro 5I19, apartado nacional 9)1, 
BOOOTá. S+-d,po,t   Bdincia La Ceiba, Oficina I04, 
MaDCUjMi Cabe 37, n.« 14--73, Oficina 305. BüCABA- 

MAMOA; Edificio Zaccour, Oficina 73», CALI. 

COMOO («Vople'i Republic of the): Librante populaire, 
B T. ST7. BtAZZAViLLB. 

COìTA Rica: Libreria Tretet, SA., apartado 1 >n, SAM 
JO»é. TeMftaot 12*5 7 3100. 

CUBA: Diatribuidor» Nacioaal de Pubucacwne», Neptune 
074, LA HABANA. 

CTTWDI:   «MAM',  Archbi.aop  Makario.   3rd   A.ena«, 
P.O.B. f 7»a, Nnoau. 

CxaxaaoaLovAxu: SNTL, Spalane 51, PIANA I (."irvaaaiaM 
aVapAay); Zahranicni literatura, 11 «~A—¡AT_ TíMA ¡ 
Far Sim—Hi ««y A» Verla«. Pubfahen, Ktrbenov« 
nana. *}, B93 31 BBATHLAVA. 

» "**• BBa), paajfa) Mavn. 
.. a, Ntmaaaée, 11(5, 

LWttcAii RCTOBUC: Librarla Dajasiaicana, Mtaxaaai 4a, 
apartado de corran «56, SAWTC Doatnoo. 

BciiADO»   Caaa de la Cultura Hcnatoriana, MUCH» del 
Guaya», Ptdro Moncayo » 9 de Octubre, caatOa de 
correo 3542, GUAYAQUIL. 

EL   SALVADO«:   Libreria   Cultural   Salvadoreña.   SA, 
Bdincio San Marón, «.• calle Oriente a.« ill, SAN 
SALVADO« 

ETHIOPIA. National Conuniniua for Uneeco, P.O   Boi 
299», ADD» ABAJA 

FTOLAMD:   AaateeniincD   K^fafcauppa,   a    Kf-akwMiu, 
HNJIWII, 

FIAMCI:   Librair.e  de  fijaetco,   placa  de   Fontenoy, 
75700 Pari«. CCP 1259A-4I 

FMNCH WSST iHona: Librairie -A» Boul' Mich', 1, rue 
Perriaon and 66, avenue du Parquet, 97» FoBT-Dt- 
1'vAHca (Martinique). 

OWMAN DiatocxATK RBHIBUC: Deirarhar Buth-Eiport 
und -Impon GmbH, Lenniitratat 16, 701 Lamio 

GIBMANT (Feo. Rar.;: Verlag Dokumentation, Poatfach 
14«.   Jauentruke  13, I013   MOMCHVM-PITIXACH   l"»r 
'Tae  GaainV   (Qtrxom «aVnw»  <miy):   Bahrenfelder 
Chauasee 16.1, HAMmmo-BAitasianrLO. CCP 17 M 50. 
tot ttirntifie maei onfy. QEO Onter, D7 STOTTOArr 
lo, l"osiiath 800830 

CHAMA: Pretbytenan BootaBop  Depot Ltd., P.O. Boa 
195. ACCBA; Ghana Beak Supplì«« Ltd., P.O   Bo« 
7»*9,  AOCKA; The  Unfrertir»  Bookshop of Ghana 
ACCBA; The Univertity Bookahop, CAW COAIT;  ¡ti 
L'ni»er»irv Hookshop, P.O. Boat 1, I BOON 

OMtOi:   Anglo-Hetlenic   Afency,   5   Koumpan   Str«t, 
ATKIMAI I 31. 

O^ATBMALA  Comisión Nacaaaal de la Uaeiio, 6.« calle 
917, sona 1, OUATíMALA 

HAITI: Librairie'A la Caravelle', »a, r,.- ' ..u«, B.P. in, 
Porr-Atj-r>n*n. 

Hotaa  Kono: Swtndon  Book  Co,   M-M  Lack Red, 
KaWLlHMt. 

HDMOABT: Akadémui K lowtaooh. Véci u 11, BODAFBTT 

V;A.K.V. Kitnyviárofji I-Wtf», ^épkuttánaaa« uri« lA, 
ButMmr VI 

latAMn Snaebtom Jnmtnri A Co., H F., HafnarMnrn ;, 
RmjAvm. 

IwiiA- <">ñent Untman Ltd.: Nicol Road, BaUard B«uuf, 
BoamA» 1; 17 Chnouinfaa A»«., CALCOTTA 13; \k\ 
Amo Salai, Mow 1 Head, MAOBA» a; R.3/7 Aaaf Ah 
Road, N«w Hauti 1. 
S«* Jrawn Oahed Book and Staricelar Co., 17 P»rk 
Street, CALCUTTA I«, mé Señad»» HPUK, Nrw Denn, 
PubaVarloai Section, M jailli 1 of Education and Son«) 
W rifare, 72 Theatre Coatasuoicatina Building, C011- 
naight PUK»,Ntw DaunL 

iNDOMBflA: Indir« P.T., JL Dr. Sam Ratulangie 37, 
JACABTA. 

•nuUann:  pour  l'Un «:o, 
1 »on. BÍ. 1533, T. iiiAN 

: rNaMtahia« and DáMiibutien Co   229 Da- 
------ |>.o.  Boa    4 14I», 
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AH uh il Sire«, BAOMPAD, 

Uamraity *f Baiadan. RO. Boa 
IRAQ: McKauw'i ] 

University! 
75. •*« 

INLAND: The riattesa! Fr***, » Weangtoa Ho«!, Maiit- 
acktg*. DIBILIN 4. 

Iaaem: Baaud Brawn, roraattls Baamatetn'i Book Stern, 
35 Allanby Kai anaf 4! Nachtat Beatacnia S je«, 
Ta Ami * ShkMBxm HanwUu Stmt, JnwtuH. 

ITALY: LICOSA (Librera CotJiaajetsooari« Sansoni S.p.A), 
via laawrawri 43, rat tila avariale 55», voi ai Finwa 

IVOBT OMIT: Centre d'éditjoa et de diffusion africa**«!. 
Bolt* peálale 4541, ABIDJAN PLATEAU 

JAMAICA: Saafiter's Book Starai Lia., F O. Boa 3**, 101 
Water LAU«, KIMUCTOM. 

JATAH: Marna« Co. Lid., PO  Boa 5050, Tokyo latcr- 
nthonal, TOKYO. 

KBNYA: The ESA L:d., P.O. Boa 301*7, NAIMOB.. 

KKMBB RBWBLIC: Librane Albert Focad, 14, avenue 
BouUocb«, PUNOM-PEMM. 

KOMA: Koreaa Netieaal Omaeítiion fer Unesco, P.O. 
Boa «4, SaouL. 

KUWAIT: The Kuwait Bookahop Co. Ltd., IVO. Boa iy«J, 
KUWAIT. 

LEBANON:   Librairies   Aotuae,   A   riattiti   et   Mr«, 
BJ. «5«, BEYROUTH. 

LiaaaiA: Co« * Ywry Bookshop' Ltd., P.O. Boa aM, 
MoHaovu. 

1.IBYA:   Agency  for  DevcJopeaent  of Publication   aad 
útatributiea, P.O. Boa 34-3), TRIPOLI. 

LiaomMmw: Euracaa Truer Ref., P.O.B. 5, SCHAAN. 

LUXEMBOURG:  Librairie  Pani  Brack, Ji, Grand-Ru«, 
LtnuMaouao. 

MAOAOAICAE: AUpuUkatmm. ComauMim auioneJe de k 
République malgache. Minutare de l'éducation nano- 
naie, TANANARIVE. 

MALAYSIA: Federal PuMtcatsorit «in Bad., Baku Barila, 
31 jalao Rioni, KUALA Lrttpua. 

MALI: Librairie pooulair* da Mali, BJ\ il, BAMAKO. 

MALTA: Sapicnsa't Library, té Kjngrwty, VALLETTA. 

MAtmiTrui Nalaada Co. Ltd., 30 Bourbon Street, POBT- 
LOUI«. 

Mcuco: CILA (Conio Iateraaaerkaao de Librae Aca- 
demice«), Sullivan 31 Mi, MACK» 4, DP 

MONACO: British Library, 30, bouieranl dee Moulins, 
MONTI-CARLO. 

Moaocco: AU pMcauoni Librone 'Aia ballet image»', 
»ti, avante Mohaaunod V, RABAT (CCP («-74). Por 
'Tk* duri*'(J" têu-Jtm) only: Cnmaiiaiioa natioaalf 
aiaroiahie pour l'Un teca, ao, Zeakat Mourabra»*. 
RABAT. (CCP 307-63.) 

Mo«AM»iqpi: «atonia and CETTRBBII Lida., cu« pattai 191, 

Nili—1 new: N.V. MartiniM Ntfhoa\ lance Voorhout 9, 
't-OsAVCHNAOBi Sycteaa Kacaia«, Riiyiataaueat 71-73, 
AMrraaoAM 

NaTHBaLAWM ANTtixat: Ci. C  T. Van Dorp and Ca. 
TOnd. Ant.) N.V , VILLBMITAO (Caracas, N.A.). 

Mrw CALEDONU: Rcpres SAAL, B*. 157a, NOCMBA. 

Naw ZBALAND: Governairat Priattai OaWe, Oovommeat 
Bukibipi, RMJaad Sara** P.O. Baa 3344, ADCXLAMD; 

ino Oaaard Terrae«, P.O. Bea irai. QaWTCNvnai¡ 
'L--*—.ÍAaaUffc- 

P.O. Boa 1104, DUSBJDIN, Mulgrav* Stroet. Privat* Baft, 
WlLLDtSTOM. 

NICARAGUA   Libreril Cultural Wiraragaantt, catte ij de 
Septiembre y »veniJa Bolivar, apiñado a* So?, MAMAOKA 

NIORR: Librairie Mauckri, B.P Mt, NIAMBY. 

Nioaai*   The University Booktewp, Ira; The Uaivaretty 
Bookshop, Ibadaa,PO Boa aM, IBADAM; The Uatver- 
aity   Bcokthop,   NIVKA,   The   University   Boahtaap, 
LAGO«, The Ahnudu Bello University Reokshop, ZARIA. 

NORWAY:  Ali puttuetum: Jena» Oruadt Tenuta, Karl 
Johaot gate 41,43, Ou o  1    Per Tkt Connor' omty 
A. S Narve*eat I itirrarunenott, Boa 6115, Otto » 

PAKISTAN:   Ine W«st-Pak PubkVanf Co   Ltd, Unetco 
Publications  Houli, P.O.  Boa 374, G.P.O., LAHoaa. 
Showrooms   Urdu Baaaar, LAHORE, md 57-3I Murre« 
Highway, G. e-1, ISLAMABAD. Pakittan Publications Boo* - 
i.hojv Sarwar Road, RAWALPINDI, Mia Book Agency, 
63 Shahrah Quaid-e-aaam, PO  Boa 7a», LAHoaa 3. 

PAAAOUAY: Melchor Garcia, Eligió Avala 1*50. Alimelo* 
Ptao   For < Tkt Courur' <m!y   Editonal Lo«adi Peruana, 

apartado 471, LIMA. Oihtr ftéhcAitmu: Piicrihimiora 
luv* ¡».A-, Emiii« Aiiiiaua 470, Late«, caataa 1113 LIMA. 

PNiLirriNaa: The Modem Book Co., »a* Riaal Avenu*, 
PO Boa *j». MANILA 

POLAND.     Otrodek,    Roifowtaechniania    Vydawnicrw 
Naukowyih PAN, Falac Kuitury 1 Niuki, VABUAWA. 

PoaniOAL: Dial * Andra de Ltd*., Liviana Portugal, rua 
do Cam» 70, LISBOA. 

SOUTH*BN  RMOOSMA: Textbook Seiet (PTV) Ltd., »7 
Union Avenue, SALUIUBY 

ROMANIA: ICE. LIBRI, Ceka VKUITICI no  iaa, PO B. 
' J4-I35. BucvaaiTi  Steunftum le fmoduok: Roca- 
preofilaMlia, Calca Vittonei a«, a», BVCVBMTI. 

SBNBOAL: LI MUMNI du Livre, 13, avenue Rouiae, tt. 
io-60,   r>AKAa,   Líbrame   CUiraínque,   BP.   «003, 
DAKAR; Librairie 'Le Senegal', BP 13*4, DAKAR. 

StNGAFoai: Federal Publication 1 Son Btd., Tan«* HouM, 
r.ivcr Valley Road, SINOATOBI 9. 

SOUTH AJ-BICA. Van Schaik'i Bookttorc  Pry) Ltd., Libri 
Building, Church Street, P.O. Bo* 7U. PBVTOBIA. 

STAIN: AU pwrncanew. Edición« IheroamencanM, SA., 
calle de Onat* 13, MADRID ao; Dittnbución de Pubb- 
cacK>n«t del Contéis Superior de JnveMigacione* 
Cientinca«, Vitrubw 16, MADRID *, Libreri* del Conacto 
Superior de Iavcttifacionet Cienühca« EgipriacM 13, 
BABCILOMA- 

For 'Tht Courier' miy   Bdkionat Libar, apartada 17, 
ONoAaaoA (Vitcaya). 

Sai LANKA:  Lake House Bookshop, Sir  Hi 11 lamini**» 
Gardiner Mawata, P.O. Boa a44, COLOMBO a. 

SUDAN Ai Bathir Bookshop, PO Boa nil, KHARTOUM 

SWEDIN:   AU  /nMuMwrn:   A/BC.   B.   Priram   Kungl 
Hovbokhandcl,  Pradigatan   a,  Boa   1Í35*,  103   17 
STOCKHOLM I*. 

For   The   Cimhtr'   only:   Sveatka   PN-POrkuadit. 
Skolgitad a, Boa 130 30.S-IO4 «3 STOCKHOLM. 

SwiTtBBLAND:  Europa Verlag, Riaustra«««  3, IOBICH; 

Librairie Payât, *, rue Grenue, i a 11, GBMBVI 11. 
SYBIA: Librairie Sayegh, laaatnikli Diab, ru* du Pwto- 

ment, B.P 704, DAMAI. 

TANZANIA: Dar at Salaaaa aWeauhap, P.O. Ba 
DARMBULARRL 
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C.  INSTITUTIONS AND ORGANISATIONS 

INTERNATIONAL UNION OF CINEMATOGRA- 
PHIC TECHNICAL ASSOCIATIONS (UNIATEC): 
NATIONAL MEMBERS 

The UNIATEC was constituted In 1957 at the Third 
International Congress on Film Techniques in War- 
aaw, its aima being defined an: (1) to develop the 
corporate spirit and co-operation among its mem- 
bers;   (2) to encourage international co-operation 
in film technique* by the exchange of information 
and, more particularly, by the organizing of In- 
ternational Colloquy« and by reciprocal visit of 
technicians from MM various countries;   (3)toen- 
courcge the setting-up of national associations of 
film technicians in the countries where these do 
not yet exist;  (4) to encourage studies for the ad- 
vancement of film techniques, and to support any 
efforts undertaken in the direction of standardiza- 
tion. 

The Union is open to all associations (or spe- 
cialised ssctions of associations) of film techni- 
cians whose aims are confined to work and discus- 
sion of a technical nature. 

Secretariat: »2 Champs-Elysees, 75008 Paris, 
France, 

The information given hereafter is in the forni 
supplied by UNIATEC. 

BELGIUM 

Commission supérieure technique beige - Cinema- 
theque de Belgique (Siege social) 23 rue Raven«teùi, 
Bruxelles 1, (address correspondence to):   Labora- 
toire Dassonvills,  138 rus Barthelot, Bruxelles 19. 

BULGARIA 

Instituts for Scientific Research in Cinematography 
and Radio, 2 rue Budapests, Sofia. 

CANADA 

National Film Board, P.O. Box 1100, Montreal S. 
Quebec. 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

Ustfejnf reditelstvf Censito filaau, Jtndriaska J4 
Praha2 

Vy*kumn£ ústav svukove, obresove a reprodukeni 
technlkytV.U. Z.O. R.T. ), PUaáeea M. Praha» 
(teles**) 

Interkamera - Centre tor International Co-opera- 
tion in the Field of Audio-Visual 
AH, Koavitske i, Praha 1 

DENMARK 

Den Danake Sektion Nordisk Film og Gjernsynsun- 
ion. Statene Filmcentral Vestergade 27. KobenhavnK 

FRANCE 

Commission supérieure technique (C.S. T. ),   92 
Champs-Elysé*8, Paris 8 

GERMANY (Democratic Republic) 

Wissenschaftlich- technischer Beirat dea Filmwesens 
der DDR,  DEFA Zentralstelle fur  Filmtechnik, 
Gross-Barlinsr Dem m 61,  1197 Berlin Johannisthai 

HUNGARY 

Optikai Akustikai es Filmtechnikai Egyesulet, VI 
Ankerkot 1, Budapest 

ITALY 

Associazione tecnica Italiana par la cinematografia 
(A. T. L C. ), Viale Regina Margherita 286, Rome 

KOREA (People's Republic) 

Union of Korean Film-Makers, Pyong-Yang 

MEXICO 

Sindicato de Trabajadores Técnicos y Manuales de 
Estudios y Laboratorios de la Producción Cinema- 
tografica, Versallss Num.  27, Mexico 6 - D. F. 

POLAND 

FilmowyOarodek Dosciadcxalno Uslugowy (F. O. D. U.), 
UL  Dominikanska 9, Warssawa 25 

ROMANIA 

Associata CineaetUor din República Populara Ro- 
mina (A. C. L N. ), Strs. Gheorghe GheorgUi DaJ »3, 
Bucarest 1 

SWEDEN 

Svenaka FUminsUtutet, Borgvlgen 1 - Box 2712*, 
10252 Stockholm 

TUNISIA 

Association des cinéastes tunisiens, c/o Maison 
de la Culture, 1« rue Iba Khaldoun, Tunis 

UMOr» OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS 

Union of Soviet Filmmakers, "Science and Techni- 
que" Section, IS VassUievskaia Street, Moscow 

Nautehno Isledoviatelsky Kino Foto Institut 
H.I.K.r.I.)   Lenlngradeai Prospect 47, Moscow 
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UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN 
AND NORTHERN IRELAND 

ClMMMtograph Exhibitor!' Association of Great 
Britain and Irsland. 22-25 Dean Strast, London 

British Kinamatograph. Sound and Television So- 
ciety (a K.S. T.S. ), 110-112 Victoria House. 
Varnon Haca. London. W. C. 1 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers 
<,^M:.^•T"E*}* 9 •"* 41,t StrMt« N«w York. N. Y., 100017 

YUGOSLAVIA 

Jufoelavija Ffln. KAM MihaUora 1». Boograd 

Ì. 
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International Council for Educational 
Media (ICEM):   National Branche« 

The Council was founded in 1950 under the name of 
the International Council for Educational Films, in 
order to cope with the wide range of educational 
media for  which its national organizations   were 
responsible.   The name was changed in 1966 to the 
International Council for the A avancement of Audio- 
visual Media in Education, and in 1970 to its pres- 
ent title.   Full membership is open to one person 
from each country competent to represent the .ia- 
tional organization for production, distribution and 
use and/ or information on inoUern media for edu- 
cation.    Theobjectives of ICEM include:  to promote 
world-wide  contacts; to provide an   international 
channel for an exchange of views and experience in 
the field of educational technology; and to promote 
a better integration and use of all modern media in 
education. 

Secretariat:   29 rue d'Ulm, 75 - Paris 5. 

ARGENTINA 

Mrs. E. Sanez de Méndez, Departamento de Tech- 
nologia Educativa, Ministerio de Educación, La valle 
2634 - 2o Piso - Buenos Aires. 

AUSTRALIA 

Mr. D.W. Hood, Education Liaison Officer, Can- 
berra House, Maltravers Street, Strand, London 
WC 2 R 3EH, England. 

AUSTRIA 

Dr. F. Hubalek, Bundesstaaüiche Hauptstelle fur 
Lichtbild und BUdungsfilm (S.H.B.), Sensengaase 
3. A 1090 Wien 9. 

BELGIUM 

Mr. J. Sauwen, Service cinématographique. Minia- 
tere de l'éducation  «t da la  culture français«, 
7 quai du Commère«, 1000 Bruxelles. 

Mr. E. Hambrouck, Service cinématographique. 
Minister« de l'éducation et de la culture flamand«, 
7 quai du Commare«, 1000 Bruxelles. 

CANADA 

Mr.  W. Jobbins, National Film Board oí Canada, 
1 Qroevenor Squar«, London W1XOAB. England. 

DAHOMEY 

Mr. C. Prince-Abodjan. Service des moyens audio- 
visuel«. Minister« d« l'éducation national«, Porto 
Novo. 

DENMARK 

Mr. A. Jepeen, Statene Filmcentral, V«st«rgad« 
27, 1456 Copenhagen K. 

FINLAND 

Miss A. Toivone, ValtionOpetuaelolcuvatoimikunta 
Bulevardi 17 A 14, 00120 Helainki 12. 

FRANCE 

Mr. R.   Lefranc, Office francai« des techniques 
modernes d'éducation (OFRA TEME), 29 rue d'Ulm 
75 - Parie 5. 

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY 

Dr. W. Cappel, Institut fur Film und Bild in 
Wissenschaft (F. W.U.), Bavaria - Film-Platz 3 
8022 Grunwald, b. Munich. 

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF GERMANY 

Deutsches pädagogische« Z«ntralin«titut, Krausan- 
strasse S, 108 Berlin. 

GHANA 

Mr.   Nyatepe-Co,   Ghana  National Audiovisual 
Centre, Ministry of Information, P.O. Box 745 
Accra. ' 

GUATEMALA 

Mr. A. Matute, Audiovisual Centre of the Univer- 
sity of San Carlos, Cuidad Universitaria, Zona 12 
Guatemala. ' 

HUNGARY 

Mr. J. Dusz, Committee for Audio-Visual Madia, 
Martinelli Tar 8. Budapest V. 

JAPAN 

Mr. T. Moriwaki, Japan Audio-visual Educational As- 
sociation (J.A.V.E.A.), 26Ni«hikubo8akuragewa- 
cho, Shiba, Minato-ku. Tokyo. 

KUWAIT 

Mr. Al Rasheed, Audio-vUual Aids Department, 
Ministry oí Education, Kuwait. 

LUXEMBOURG 

Mr. E. Kohl, Centre audio-vUuel, Office du film 
scolali-«, Walferdanf«. 

MADAGASCAR 

Mr. Ramalandjoana, Miniattr« d«s Affairée cul- 
tarsile«. Direction général« d«« a«rvic«s acadé- 
miques. Direction d« l'«n««Lp»ean«nt du l«r d«gré, 
B.P. a«7, Tananariv«. 
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MEXICO 

Mr   Calvez Y Fuentes. Instituto Utlnowneric.no 
de 1. Communicaciôn Educativa (ILCE). Unesco/ 
Mexico. Apartado poetai 18862. Mexico (18) D. F. 

NETHERLANDS 

Mr J.H.L. Jongbloed. Nederland. Inatituut voor 
audiovisual, medi. (N.I.A.M.), 31/33 Swe.linck- 
plein. Postbus 6426. The Hague 2078. 

NORWAY 

Ute ï; SSoT' Stat*n" FUmc,ntPâi- Schweneen.- 

POLAND 

Mrs. Wrobel-Koblewska. Inetytut pedagogiki. Ul 
Goroaewska 8, Wareaw. 

PORTUGAL 

Mr. A.C. Leónidas. Institute for the Audio-visual 
Media in Education. Rue Florbela Eapanca, Lisbon 6 

SWEDEN 

Mr. Hanaaon. Utbildningsforlaget, Fack S 104 22 
Stockholm 22. 

SWITZERLAND 

Mr.  R. Hartmann.   Centrale du film   scolaire. 
Erlachatraaae 21. CH 3000 Berne g. 

TUNISIA 

Mr. M. BenAjmia. Secretaire general de l'Institut 
des sciences de l'éducation. 17rueFenelon. Tunis. 

TURKEY 

Mr. K. Erden, Educational Aida and Technical Co- 
operation, Ministry of Education, Ankara. 

UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN 
AND NORTHERN IRELAND 

England:  Dr. J.A. Harrison, Educational Founds,- 
tion for Visual Aids (E.F.V.A.), 33 Queen Anas 
Street. London WIM OAL. 

fg**"* Mr. Macluskie. Scottish Film Council. 
1«/17 WoodsMe Terrace, Glasgow C3. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Dr. Ama L. Hyer. Division of Educations! Tech- 
**tot7t National Education Association, 1201 
Sixteenth Street. N. W.. Washington D.C.   2003«. 

YUGOSLAVIA 

Mr. R. Jakovjlevic, Educational and Cultural Film 
Centre, Marsala Tits a. Belgrade. 

i- 
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SCIENTIFIC VTLY ASS^CTATTONS AUSTRIA 

INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC FILM 
ASSOCIATION (ISFA):   NATIONAL BRANCHES 

ISFA is a nn-prof it-making and non-governmental 
organizatic i, which groups the national association« 
representative of the scientific film movement of 
various countries.    It was constituted in 1947 at a 
meeting in Paris attended by representatives  of 
many countries and of Unesco.    The Association 
was created "in the belief", at i§ stated in the Pre 
amble to its Constitution,   "that international  co- 
operation in the field of science must contribute in- 
creasingly  to the maintenance  of peace between 
nations and to the well-being of mankind, and that 
in such co-operation the cinema has a major role 
to fill.    The members of the Association are per- 
suaded that all those methods" (research, teaching 
and the dissemination of scientific knowledge) "by 
which cinematography can assist in the increa se of 
human welfare through the application and develop- 
ment of science should be more earnestly and more 
widely pursued". 

Since then, ISFA has stimulated the forming of 
national scientific film associations in a number of 
countries and developed practical procedures for 
furthering its main functions, which are- "The 
freest, widest and most efficient exchange of in- 
formation about production, theuse andtheeffect of 
all types of scientific film»; films themselves and 
cinematic material; the personal experience, skills 
and ideas of workers in scientific cinematograpny" 

Each year, it organizes in a different country 
an international congress and festiva) where selected 
films are presented and specialized papers are 
read. 

In addition, the specialized se,liions (research, 
higher education, popularization of science) hold 
meetings in the course of the year. 

Headquarter«:   38 Avenue de« Terne«,   75 - 
Pari« 17. 

The following information i« in the form «up- 
plied by ISFA. 

ARGENTINA 

Investigaciones Cinematográfica« de is Universi- 
dad de Bueno« Aire«, Peru 222, Bueno« Airea. 
Director-   Mr. Aldo-Lui« Partano. 

AUSTRALIA 

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research 

Organization,   314 Albert Street-P.O. Box 89. 
Ea«t Melbourne (Victoria) - 3002.   Secretary (Ad- 
ministration)   Mr. L. G. Wilaon, Officer in Cha rg»; 
Film Unit:   Mr. Stanley T. Evan«. 

Bundesstaatliche Hauptstelle fur Lichtbild und 
Büdungafüm, Abteilung wissenschaftlicher Film, 
5 Schbnbrunnerstrasse 56, A - 1060 Vienna. Di- 
rector:   Dr. Dankward G.  Burkert. 

BELGIUM 

Institut national de cinematographie scientifique, 
31 rue Vautier, 1040 - Bruxelle«.   Director:   Mr. 
Alan Quintart. 

BRAZIL 

Institute Nacional de Cinema, Praca da República, 
141 - A - 2e andar.  Rio de Janeiro.    President: 
Mr. Ricardo Crave Albin. 

BULGARIA 

Popular Science Film« Studio, 9 Boulevard Birusov. 
Sofia.    Director:   Mr.  Tontcho Tehoukoveky. 

CANADA 

Canadian Science Film Association, c/o Mrs. J. 
Winestone, Canadian Education Association, 253 
Bloor Street West, Toronto - 5 - Ontario. 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

Czechoslovak Scientific   Film   Association,   at 
Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, Zahradnikova 
28, Brno. 

FRANCE 

Institut de cinematographie scientifique, 38 Avenue 
ües Ternes, 75 - Paris 17. President: Dr. Ber- 
nard Vailancien.   Director:   Mr. Jean Painlevé. 

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY 

Institut für den wissenschaftlichen Film, Nonnen- 
stieg 72, 34 - Gottingen. Director: Professor 
Dr. Ing.  Gotthard Wolf. 

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OP GERMANY 

Hatjonala Vereinigung for dan wissenschaftlichen Film 
Inder DOR, Alt Newawes 116/118. 1502 - Pots- 
dam Babelsberg.   Präsident:   Professor Wolfgang 
Bethmann. 

HUNGARY 

National Hungarian Commina«, Magyar Film is 
Murasse«: Sievetssg«, Gorki] rasar 31, Budapest 
VI.   President: Mr. Agoston KoUanyi. 

\ 
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ISRAEL 

Israel Scientific Film Organization, P.O.B. 7181, 
Jerusalem.   Chairman:  Or. E.L. Huppsrt. 

ITALY 

A»«ociasione Italiana de Cinematografia Scientifica, 
Via Alfonao Borelli 50, Rome.   President:  Pro- 
feieor Alberto Stefanelli. 

JAPAN 

The Japan Science Film Inetitution, 2-1 Surugadai 
Kauda, Chiyud»-ku, Tokyo. Head Director: Or. 
SinltiroTomonaga. Executive Director: Mr. Sakui- 
chiro Kanzawa. 

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF KOREA 

Korean Scientific Film Association, Pyong Yang. 

NETHERLANDS 

Netherlandt Scientific Film Aaaociation, Hange- 
voldetraat  29,   Utrecht.    Secretary:    Dr.   R.L. 
Schuurama. 

PHILIPPINES 

The Scientific Film Aaaociation of the Philippine«, 
c/o National Science  Development   Board, P.O. 
Box  3596,   Manila.    Executive Secretary:   Mr. 
Mauro L. Contale«. 

POLAND 

Poliah  Scientific   Film  Aaaociation.   Al.   Ujai- 
dowakle  45,  Warsaw.   Preaident:   Profeaaor Jan 
Jacoby. 

ROMANIA 

Studio Cinematografie Alexandra Sania, B-dul 
Aviatoriler 106, Buchareet. I.S.F.A. Delegate: 
Mr. Ion Boetan. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

American Science Film Aaaociation, 7720 Wiscon- 
ain Avenue, Betheeda, Maryland 30014. Preaident: 
Mr. Donald A. Benjamin. 

URUGUAY 

Aaaociaciön Uruguaya de Cine científico, Juan L. 
Cuesta« 1525, Montevideo. Preaident: Mr. Re- 
member Caprio. General Secretary: Mr. Deiaori- 
Barthet. 

Correepondlng Member« 

CUBA 

Profeaaor Nicola« Conio, Ministerio de Educa- 
ción, Dirección Nacional de Extension Cultural 
36 - 4708, Mariano (13), Havana. 

MEXICO 

Mr. Galdino Gomez Gomez, Director de la Cine- 
mateca Mexicana, Instituto Nacional de Antropo- 
logia e filatori«. Departamento de Promoción y 
Diffuaìon, Cordoba 45. Mexico 7 D. F. 

SWITZERLAND 

Mr. René Schacher, Communauté d'action pour le 
développement de l'information audio-viauelle, 10, 
Avenue d'Epenex, 1024 • Ecubiena (Vaud). 

VENEZUELA 

Dr. Marcel Roche, Director of the Venezuelan 
Institut« of Scientific Research, Ministry of Health 
and Social Assistance, Apartado 1827, Caracas. 

SPAIN 

Aaaociaci6n española de Cine científico. Patronato 
"Juan de la Cierva", Serrano 150. Madrid 3. 
Preaident:  Mr. Guillermo F. Zuniga. 

UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS 

Association of Filmmaker» of the USSR. Vaesiliev- 
eskaya 13, Moscow.   President of the Board:  Mr. 
Lev Xulidzhanov. 

UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN 
AND NORTHERN IRELAND 

The British Industrial and Scientific Film Asso- 
ciation. 183/197 Regent Street, London WIR 7 WA. 
Director:   Mr. Keith Bennett. 
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